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Several important issues have developed in recent years which require
an evaluation of military police functions , an anal ysis of installation mili-
tary police force structures , and military police mobilizc,~ ion planning .
Most military police functions a’s presently pertDrmed are valid , and support
the total Army Goals. They will require performance into the future by per-
sonnel trained to accomp lish the varied tecLnical aspects of each function.
Military po1ici~ units which provide support at US Army installations can and
should be structured as TOE units through using e;.isting force planning doc-
uments and pru .~edures. The civilianizatiou of military police spaces on US
Army installations will reduce combat readiness a:tl will impac t adversely on
the total Army law enforcement effort. flhlitary police mobilization plan-
fling needs greater attention and emphasis at all l evels. Post-mobilization
planning for military police support at n-ibil izat ion stations can be accomp-
lished systematically. Consequently, the Army must insure that the necessary
military police force structure is maintained to to provide for the perf-
ormance of installation-oriented militar 1 police /iiactions during peacetime ,
while at the same time insuring that the appropriate mobilization planning
is accomplished to meet wartime contingt-tr,’ies overseas and at CONUS mobil-
ization installations ,
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PREFACE

This group study project was produced under the aegis of the
US Army War College Department of Military Strategy, Planning and
Operations . The scope of the project was proposed by the Chief, Law
Enforcement Division, Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel , Headquarters ,
Department of the Army. The method of investigation was devised by
the authors. The subject areas studied were proposed because of a
significant need to address problems facing military police force
planners and action officers at the DA and Major Command levels.
The primary thrust of the authors is twofold. First, to evaluate
and analyze key issues ; and , second, to develop some answers for use
by action officers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Providing good mi l i ta ry  police support to the Army is the goal

of the men and women of the Mil i tary Police Corps. This means being

ready to provide combat and combat service support during peace and

war , here at home and at some far  distant location on very short

notice. This study is dedicated to insuring that this at t i tude is

allowed to continue into the future .

PURPOSE

The purpose of this  study is to address several facets of mili-

tary police activities as they pertain to the nature of installation

law enforcement . Specif ical ly, an evaluation of mi l i t a ry  police

functions is made, the General Support Force (GSF) military police

force structure is analyzed , and mobilization force planning is

discussed .

BACKGROUND

This study was undertaken upon request from the Chief of the

Law Enforcement Division, DCSPER, Headquarters Department of the

Army. The primary goal is to provide some indepth study into areas

that have significant impact on the structure and viability of the

military police and the functions they perform. 



SCOPE

The information presented in this study is app licable to all

planning problems relating to military police functional statements ,

to GSF and STRAP force structuring , and to post-mobilization military

police support determinations.

SIGNIF’I CANCE

The significance of this study is derived from its potential

contributions to the updating of function-oriented Army Regulations ,

to the force structuring of GSF military police units , and to more

realistic post-mobilization military police planning. The results of

this study will be forwarded to the requesting office for use in

responding to the myriad of actions that develop in the three areas

discussed above.

NETHODOLOGY

This study, because of its threefold purpose, involves analytical

and evaluative actions mixed with some developmental efforts . It

required an extensive literature review of various published docu-

ments , action papers , and studies. Personal interviews were con-

ducted with members of the DA , FORSCOM, TRADOC, and MILPERCEN staffs

and with several members of the US Army Military Police School.

Survey questionnaires (Appendix A) were sent to 18 senior installation

provost marshals. A summary of their comments is also included in

2



the appendix. Because of the nature of the study, frequent reliance

is made on personal analysis and experience.

ORGANIZATI ON

This study is organized into five chapters and one appendix.

Chapter I provides the basic information on which the study stands.

Chap ter II addresses an evaluation of military police functions.

Chapter III discusses many facets of the GSF military police force

structure. Chapter IV discusses some major mobilization planning

issues and presents a method for determining post-mobilization mili-

tary police requirements. Chapter V closes the paper with a summary

and some conclusions .

3



CHAPTER II

MILITARY POLICE FUNCTION EVALUATION

The purpose of this chapter is to conduct an evaluation of

functions that are, or should be, performed by military police ele-

ments or personnel. The evaluation includes determining whether or

not the functions in either category support the total Army goals,

evaluating the viability of each function through the 1985 time

frame, and discussing the level of military police involvement in the

performance of the function. The scope of this evaluation includes

the following categories of functions.

1. Those maj or functions which are assigned to military

— 

police units and personnel by Army Regulation.

2. Those functions that are performed by military police

personnel, but which are not, or should not be, the sole responsi-

bility of the military police.

3. Those functions that require more emphasis and visi-

bility because of changing problem areas.

4. Those functions that should be eliminated.

INFORMATION SOURCES

The functional statements used for this evaluation caine from

several sources.

1. Army Regulations.

2. Doctrinal publications.

4
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3. Military police MTOE.

4. Military police manpower surveys.

5. Questionnaires administered to several senior Army

installation provost marshals.

6. Interviews and discussions with military police staff

officers.

7. From the personal experience of the authors.

METHODOLOGY

To evaluate each major military police function in terms of the

purpose of this study, it was necessary to divide each primary and

secondary function, as obtained from the sources indicated above,

into all of the subfunctions. Once this was accomplished, each sub-

function was then put through the decision model (Figure 2-1) for

the purpose of evaluation. This was necessary because it was possible

that the major function taken in its entirety would flow through the

decision model without any determination as to the appropriateness

of a subfunction. Those subfunctions that did not flow through the

model because of questions at any of the major decision points were

extracted for further discussion and included in the discussions

presented in the following paragraphs

.5
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DCSPER SUPERVISORY RESPONSIB iLITIES

AR 10-5 assigns responsibilities to the Deputy Chief of Staff

for Personnel that have direct relationship within the functions

performed by,  and assigned to , mili tary police units and personnel.

Extracts from the regulation are as follows:

2-26. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
The . . . DCSPER on behalf of the Secretary of
the Army acts as the Executive Agent for the
Department of Defense for the administration of
the DOD Enemy PW/Detainee Program. .

a. He has General Staff responsibility for--

(8) Discipline, law enforcement,
correction/confinement, and crime prevention.

(11) Alcohol and drug abuse prevention
and control.

(36) War crimes.

(37) Absenteeism.

(38) Army crime reporting , including
proponent for the Serious Incident Reporting
System.

(39) Physical security.

(40) Criminal investigations.

b. He exercises General Staff responsibilities
for the DOD Enemy PW/Detainee Program and is
designated the single point of contact within the
Army relative to enemy PW/Detainee matters. Spe-
cific responsibilities include—-

7 
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(1) Development and coordination of
policies, plans, and programs, and management of
related activities pertaining to enemy l~~,
civilian internees, or other detainees.

(2)  Providing DA Staff  supervision over
the United States Prisoner of War/Civilian
Internee Information Center .

(3) Providing necessary reports, coor-
dination , technical advice , and appropriate s ta f f
assistance to the Office of the Secretary of the
Army, Office of the Secretary of Defense, and
the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

(4) Coordinating with appropriate Gov-
ernment agencies or their components regarding
related activities in the general fields of
foreign policy, international politico-military
af fa i r s, national treaty cotmnitment s , force
requirements, accountability systems, unit
training, and other areas which impact on the
administration of the DOD Enemy PW/Detainee
Program.

b He is . . . .~~

With regard to subparagraph ( 8 ) ,  the word “discip line” is

included not as a basic responsibility of the military police , but

as a function that the military police have a significant part to

play when assisting commanders in the maintenance of discipline.

Subparagraphs a (11), (36), and (37) are areas where the mili-

tary police perform in a “support” role in enforcing the regulatory

aspects of the particular function within the overall personnel

management system.

8 
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MILITARY POLICE CORPS FUNCTIONS

The basic Army Regulation that specif ies  the functions of the

Mili tary Police Corps , interpreted to mean uni ts  and personnel , is

AR l0_6. 2 This part icular  regulat ion i den t i f i e s  the branches of the

Army and enumerates the “funct ions and duties” performed by their

members. Other mil i tary police and criminal investigation-oriented

regulations in the 190 and 195 series further delineate the functions

prescribed in AR 10-6. Eleven military police doctrinal manuals in

the 19 series and one in the 31 series on military police operations

expand on the generalized Army Regulation statements and further

define subfunctions. Manpower survey documents and MTOE specify, in

detail , those functions and duties that a particular unit and its

assigned personnel accomplish. Other functions and duties not delin-

eated in regulatory, doctrinal, or organizational documents that

military police personnel find themselves accomplishing were obtained

through questionnaires sent to senior provost marshals and from per-

sonal experience of the authors.

One of the more difficult tasks in selecting the various

missions and functions for analysis, beyond those specified in the

regulatory documents, centers around the level of resolution desired .

The selection of broad missions and functions only ,  of course , is

the least difficult and can be handled in general terms. In the

other extreme, that of selecting specific subfunctions down to the

lowest level of consideration would be counterproductive in the

amount of detail required . Consequently, an attempt has been made
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to select a level of resolution which will provide for meaningful —

functional analysis which may be helpful to those who use this study.

Army Regulation 10-6 is used as the starting point. The other

sources have been used to bring the level of resolution to a point

where significant functions, some of which could be considered as

subfunctions of those specified in Army Regulation 10-6, are con-

sidered and analyzed within the parameters of this study.

Section X. MILITARY POLICE CORPS

2-19. Scope. The Military Police Corps is a
basic branch of the Army. It is a combat sup-
port arm and a service since the Military Police
Corps performs combat, combat support, and com-
bat service support missions , Personnel and
units provide the expertise and means to control
tactical areas of responsibility ; prisoner of
war, civilian internee, detainee, and other
operations directed toward the protection of
victims of war; police internal defense opera-
tions ; crime prevention and investigation;
circulation control of vehicles and personnel;
physical security operations ; operation of
Army confinement and correctional training
facilities, and industrial defense activities.
Mili tary police off icers  are assigned to
branch mater ial  and branch immaterial posi-
tions within all Army, joint, and combined
commands and s t a f f s .

2-20. Functions and duties. Military police
personnel and units perform primarily combat
support and combat service support functions.
To accomp lish these functions , it is essential
that Military Police officers possess a com-
prehensive knowledge of military operations
and tactics. In addition, Military Police
Corps officers are especially qualified
through education, training, and experience
~~~ the following duties :

a. Provide mili tary police combat support
in a theater of operation, to include--

10
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(1) Circulat ion control of t r a f f i c  and
individuals.

(2)  Security of lines of communication ,
instal lat ions, ports and harbors , fac i l i t ies, and
movements of crit ical or sensitive supp lies and
equipment.

(3) Administration and enforcement of
activities in support of United States Govern-
ment obligations and responsibilities under the
four Geneva Conventions of 1949 , and all  other
applicable humanitarian law for the protection
of war victims .

(4) Enforcement of military law s ,
orders, and regulations.

(5) Participation in those action
programs in support of internal defense and
stability operations .

(6) Prevention and investigation of
crime.

(7) Collection, evaluation, and dis-
semination of police intelligence and informa-
tion.

(8) Confinement and correctional
treatment of military prisoners.

(9) Control of tactical areas of
operations .

(10) Participation in rear area protec-
tion operations and the protection of urban
areas.

b. Command organizational elements whose
primary mission is the direct support of combat
operations.

C . Command combat support and service
support forces to include elements of other
branches, other U.S. Armed services, allied
police, paramilitary police or armed forces,
or any combination thereof.

11
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d. Command organizat ions and elements
thereof whose primary mission is the maintenance
of discipline , law and order , or the training of
personnel and units to perform same.

e. Provide advice on the police aspects of
internal defense operations.

f. Serve as the Army ’s experts on the
employment of Military Police forces at all
staff levels, furnishing advice to commanders
and their staffs, and coordinating and planning
the Military Police support of military opera-
tions.

g. Supervise and/or participate in the
development of doctrine and organizations and
in the design, testing , and selection of
weapons and equipment to support the missions
assigned to Military Police units.

h. Enforce military laws, orders , arid
regulations on Army and other Government
installations, facilities , and transportation
as directed ; and among all persons subject to
the UCMJ regardless of location.

i. Command correctional facilities such
as installation confinement facilities, dis-
ciplinary barracks, and correctional training
facilities, and provide supervision and exper-
tise for correctional and rehabilitational
treatment.

j. Support civil authorities and/or
other military agencies during domestic
disturbances and disasters.

k. Develop , supervise, and administer a
coordinated prisoner of war, civilian internee
and detainee program for the United States
Government including programs and international
informational systems related to missing and
detained United States personnel.

1. Supervise the promulgation of the
Department of Defense Industrial Defense
Program.
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m. Conduct security p lanning and operations
for installations , facilities , sensitive materiel ,
and certain designated personnel.

n. Serve as commandant, and/or staff and
faculty members of service schools primarily
oriented toward police operations and at other
schools as facu l ty  members .

o. Instruct and advise Reserve and National
Guard elements in mi l i t ary  police mat ters.

p. Participate in special career programs
including the Army Aviation Program.

q. Perform tasks associated with career
p lanning , development , management , and assign-
ment of Military Police Corps personnel.

r. Serve in both branch material  and branch
immaterial positions within all Army , joint  and
combined commands and s t a f f s .

s, Administer motor vehicle t r a f f i c  super-
vision programs including traffic control and
circulation, accident prevention and investiga-
tion, and police services adjunct to motor
vehicle administration.3

It can be noted by a review of the above extract that a clear

delineation of functions to cover both the peacetime and wartime

responsibilities of the mil i tary police is very d i f f i c u l t .  Except

for functions that are accomplished solely during wartime , i . e . ,

handling prisoners of war , civilian internees, and detainees ; control

of tactical areas of responsibility; participation in rear area

protection operations and the protection of urban areas ; and partici-

pation in internal defense and stability operations ; all other

functions are accomplished during both peace and wartime. It should

also be noted that several of the functions assigned to the Military

Police Corps do not have a direct line to a general staff responsibility

13 
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of the DCSPER as delineated in the previous paragraph . General staff

responsibility , except in very general terms in other general staff

sections for military police-oriented functions , does not exist. For

example, general staff responsibility for the very important functional

area of rear area protection is not stated explicitly in AR 10-5. It

could be included , by stretching the imagination, as a subfunction of

the following extract from AR 10-5.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
and Plans has the Army General Staff respon-
sibility for strategy formulation, overall
force development , and establisFnnent of require-
ments and priorities for, and the utilization of,
Army forces,4

No other functional statements are made which specify that there is

any Army General Staff element that is specifically assigned any

purview over what has been, and is becoming moreso, one of the more

important tactical considerations facing field commanders. This

failure to specify clear-cut functional responsibility is another

area unto itself , and falls outside the parameters of this study.

Some additional comment s relating to this problem wil l  be made in

later parts of this chapter. Additionally, a further analysis of

the functional listing indicates some duplication of description with -
•

different, and sometimes confusing, wording. This part of the regula-

tion needs to be rewritten to insure that a clear delineation of

military police functions is made and that there is no room for

confusion.

14
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Combat Support Functions

The funct ional  evaluation made in the following paragraphs , as

indicated earlier , is oriented toward commenting on the function in

terms of supporting the total  Army goals , on the performance of the

function through 1985 , and on the level of continued mil i tary police

involvement in each functional area . The evaluation begins with the

10 functions listed in paragraph 2-20a of AR 10-6 . Those functions

l is ted in other subparagraphs of the regulation are discussed in the

next paragraph.

Circulation control of t r a f f i c  and individuals. This function

is performed during peace and wartime . It includes all of those

traditional activities having to do with the control of individuals

and vehicles as they move about on a mil i tary ins ta l la t ion  (peacetime )

and , additionally, on the battlefield (wartime). it is accomplished

through the active use of personnel who give guidance and direction ,

and through the use of directives either in the form of regulations,

maps , si gns , or other written instructions.

1. Support to the total  Army goals. This function supports

the readiness , human , materiel , and management goals of the Army .

The performance of this  function provides for eff ic ient , safe , and

controlled movement of personnel and materiel in support of military

activities, whether they be on an installation during peacetime or

on the battlefield during wartime,

2. Longevity. The performance of this function will be

required throughout the Military Establishment through the 1985 time

15
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period , it wi ll require the participation of personnel and equipment

together through the same time period . New items of equipment

(t ra f f i c  cont rol devices , location indicator s , etc.)  may ultimately

be substituted for some personnel, but operators will  st i l l  be neces-

sary. No significant doctrinal changes are anticipated which will

alter the basic requirement for circulation control. Circulation

cont rol in the form known today will continue to be cost e f fec t ive

through 1985 because of the savings provided thr ough the organization

and eff ic i ency that accrues to what would be somewhat chaotic and

diso rganized movements if the function was not performed .

3. Level of military police involvement. The nature of

t his function and the many inc luded subfunctions coup led with the

area-oriented deployment philosophy of the military police and their

basic enfo rcement role , will cause this function to remain within the

sole responsibility of military police units and individuals. One

sub function , that of vehicle regist ration , does not appear to be cost-

effective in terms of the overall contribution to the Army ’s goals.

It is discussed in detail below .

Security of lines of communication, installations, ports and

ha rbors , facilities and movements of critical or sensitive personnel

and equipment. The performance of this function is critical to

successful combat operations during wartime, and to the security of

personnel and materiel during peacetime . Without adequate security

and protection for those thing s discussed in the functional statement,

which provides an environment where the total resources required for

16
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support of the fighting force can have a reasonable assurance of

being where they are required at the right time , the combat effor ts

will collapse. This security is provided through the use of personnel

and equi pment to deny access to , or the interdiction of , by other

than air interdiction, those installations, facilities, and lines of

communication vital to the personnel and logistical support systems

supporting the combat elements. No doctrinal changes in functional

requi rements are anticipated , The function may be absorbed as a

subfunction of rear area protection operations as discussed below .

Because of the importance of function to the continued existence of

personnel and equipment assets required for combat operation, the

‘iost effectiveness is obvious.

1. Support of th~ total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness, human, materiel , management , and strategic dep loyment

goals of the Army. The performance of this function provides for the

continued existence of the necessary personnel and equipment to sup-

port the combat effort, and a reasonable assurance that most of the

personnel and equipment will arrive at the required location in a

usable condition. Through good security, the attrition levels of

resources as they move from the point of origination to the point of

use can be maintained at an acceptable level.

2. Longevity. The performance of this function will be

required out through the 1985 time period. It will require the

employment of personnel and equipment through the same period. The

importance of the effective performance of this function will continue

17
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to increase into the foreseeable future because of the continuing

increase in equipment costs and th e scarci ty  of trained personnel

resources , thereby requi r ing higher levels of security .

3. Level of military police involvement. Security, in its

most general sense , is the inherent r esponsibility of all units and

individuals regardless of branch or MOS . On the other hand , specific

responsibility for specialized security planning and operations,

which is considered over and above that inherent responsibility

discussed above , should fal l  to some group of personnel who have been

given the necessary training to accomplish this addi tional special-

iz ed level of security. Because of the close relationship between

law enforcement and security activities in terms of the protection of

personnel and equipment, this function logically fa lls to the mili-

tary police. Although exact figures are not available , it can be

easily estimated that the performance of the security function

requires more military police resources on most installations and on

an Army-wide basis than any other function . Some senior mil i tary

police commanders and provost marshals will indicate that providing

security requires more resources than all of their other responsi-

bilities put together.

Administration and enforcement of a.~tivities in support of

United States Government obligations and responsibilities under the

four Geneva Conventions of 1949, and all other applicable humanitarian

law for the protectio. of war victims. The performance of this

function relates to those activities of evacuating, processing,

18 
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securing , and interr ing of prisoners of war , civilian in ternees , and

detainees. It addresses those activities that occur between capture

by combat el ements through repatriation af ter  the end of hosti l i t ies.

The proper performance of this function in accordance with the Geneva

Conventions requires the existence of specially organized and trained

units to operate processing and internment facilities. These facil-

ities , when local resources are not available, require significant

Engineer construction efforts.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function, in

terms of Army goals, relates primarily to the human and management

goals. It is a national humanitarian responsibility to follow the

obligations and responsibilities specified in the four Geneva Con-

ventions of 1949. Although it is a burden brought about by the very

nature of successf ul combat , its careful management is very important

because of the amount of resources devoted to a function which reduces

the assets available for supporting combat activities. Even though

there is a lot said about this function bei ng accomplished primarily

by hos t nation forces , th e fact remains that no formal agreements

exist which relieve the United States of its responsibilities with

respect to those prisoners of war, civilian internees, and detainees

that are captured or detained by US Forces personnel .

2. Longevity. The performance of this function by US

Forces personnel is expected to continue out through the 1985 time

frame. Even though host nation support agreements may be made during

this period , the requirement for US Forces personnel to provide for

19
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some level of evacuation and processing and to maintain full

accountability will still exist beyond 1985 , unless new conventions

are written.

3. Level of military police involvement. The resources

required to provide for the full implementation of the US responsi-

bilities and obligations in this functional area are very significant.

A t rained force ready for quick mobilization and deployment is

required. Reduced levels of resources would be required in the

event that host nation support agreements are actually made in this

functional area. In either case, the nature of prisoner of war,

civilian internee , and detainee opera tions is closely al lied with the

law enforcement and confinement functions normally associated with

the military police, and, consequently, the function should remain

with the military police.

Enforcement of military laws, orders, and regulations. The

performance of this traditional police function involves the use of

the military police to extend the authority of the coimnander through-

out the units and areas under his command and control. The military

police authority emanates from the highest (UCNJ ) level down through

the lowest level commander with court martial jurisdiction. The

military police gather facts and information for use by the appro-

priate commander in taking those necessary judicial and nonjudicial

actions deemed necessary to maintain the discipline of the command.

L

i. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness, human, and management goals of the Army. Through

20
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assisting commanders in bringing about voluntary compliance with

military laws, orders, and regulations , the performance of this

function helps to maintain the necessary orderliness required for a

ready force. The enforcement of the laws, orders, and regulations ,

most of which are designed to insure safety of personnel and protec-

tion of their personal property or Government property, supports both

the human and management goals.

2. Longevity. The performance of this function throughout

the 1985 time period will be necessary. Changes in human nature or

new technological advances are not anticipated which will eliminate

the need for personnel to enforce the many necessary laws, orders ,

and regulations.

H 3. Level of military police involvement, This function

will continue to be a primary function performed by military police

forces during peacetime. Because of the increase in other functional

responsibilities during wartime, i.e., PW operations , security, and

rear area protection, the number of resources and time devoted to

this function will decrease commensurate with the magnitude of the

combat support-oriented functions. Additionally, many of the laws,

orders, and regulations that have been promulgated are designed

specifically to control activities in a peacetime environment. With

the advent of war, the necessity for close control in some areas will

be less than during peacetime. All in all, this function will con-

tinue to be performed by trained specialists in police enforcement

operations.
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Pa rt icipation in those action programs in support of interna l

defense and stabil i ty operations. The performance of this function

relates to the use of military police personnel and units to provide

planning , training, and operational assistance to host country civil ,

military , and paramilitary police forces. It also relates to the use

of the military police forces in support of stability operations

conducted by US Forces in a host country. This function is performed

primarily during low-intensity or limited war situations. The mili-

tary police are generally placed in advisory roles to the host country

forces. The importance of this function in light of the present

stress on conventional warfare and the downgrading of considerations

that may get the US involved in another Vietnam-like situation makes

it very unlikely that there will be any significant efforts to pre-

pare US Forces, let alone the military police, to carry out stability

operations or internal defense and development actions in the near

future. Fortunately, the transfer of skills learned to accomplish

military police-oriented functions for other types of conflict is

quite simple and will require minimum training to switch emphasis.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness goal of having an Army ready “to respond quickly to

contingencies of various intensities.” As indicated above, the

likelihood of responding to this type of contingency, in the immediate

future, is somewhat minimal. Even so, a capability must be maintained

at all times,

_ _ _ _  J
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2 . Longevity. The ability to perform this function out

through 1985 is valid and r emains a separate, identifiable, functional

area because of the peculiarities associated with performing in this

role in countries generally considered underdeveloped. However, in

light of the nature of our present national policy and the stress

towards NkTO and the ever-present competition for resources , mainte-

nance of a viable capability in this functional area will decrease

throughout the next few years.

3. Level of military police involvement. The necessity for

heavy involvement of military police advisory efforts in strengthening

the capabilities of a host country’s own internal defense (civil and

military police, and paramilitary security forces) is very important

to the overall US effort to help the host country develop an internal

ability to protect the host country from the forces causing the

unstable conditions. The very nature of military police operations

in law enforcement, security (tactical and physical), confinement,

and investigations, and the training required to perform those opera-

tions make military police personnel the most logical resource for

this function.

Prevention and investigation of crime. The performance of this

function is basic to military police operations. It is an integral

part of the traditional law enforcement function and must necessarily

be performed on a continuous basis in conjunction with total police

operations. Almost everything that military police units and per-

sonnel do in thei r day-to-day police activities contributes to the

23
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“prevention” of crime. Their presence on patrol , manning security

posts, and conducting inspections, to name a few activities , help to

create an atmosphere that reduces the opportunity for, and temptation

to commit , a crime. The investigation of crimes that have occurred ,

of course, is usually after-the-fact, and is directed toward col-

lecting investigative facts which will lead to the apprehension of

the offender(s) and the recovery of property , if property was involved

in the crime. These facts are passed to commanders for their consid-

eration in initiating judicial actions. These facts are also used as

a means to develop techniques for the future prevention of similar

crimes.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness, human, and management goals of the Army . In the pre-

vention of crime, all of the above goals are supported because of the

contribution to maintaining a disciplined force through reducing the

possibility of damage to the force through property destruction or

theft or injury to a force member. Investigation of crime contributes

to all goals through supporting the crime prevention efforts, as

indicated before, and in ferreting out those force members who commit

crimes in violation of those laws, orders, and regulations which are

designed to maintain a well-disciplined force.

2. Longevity. As indicated above, the performance of this

function will be required through the 1985 time frame. Suffice it to

say that as long as there is an Army , crime will exist, and efforts

will be made to prevent crime and to investigate those crimes that

occur.
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3. Level of military police involvement. Even though many

actions can be taken by all force members to prevent crime as it

involves their persons or property , a large part of the total preven-

tion effort will be accomplished by military police units and per-

sonnel. They are, and will continue to be, actively engaged in

prevention activities as described above, and they will provide

assistance to other force members on how they can contribute to the

effort. The investigation of crime will be primarily a military

police (to include the CID) responsibility. For the purpose of

clarity in the regulation, these two functions should be separated

and indicated as two separate functions. Crime prevention is a much

larger , all-encompassing function, while crime investigation is a

somewhat specific function oriented on a particular problem area.

Collection, evaluation, and dissemination of police intelligence

and information. The performance of this function contributes to the

effectiveness of the overall law enforcement, security, and crime

prevention and investigation effort. Good police intelligence and

information assist operational personnel in allocating resources

toward neutralizing and/or eliminating the most likely crime-producing

threats and preventing criminal activity in and around military

installations and facilities.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness, human , materiel, and management goals of the Army.

The rationale follows that discussed for the functions of enforcement,

security, and crime prevention and investigation.
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2. Longevity. This function will be performed out through

the 1985 time frame. Since it is a function that supports most of

the other functions performed by the military police, it can be

expected to persist along with those functions.

3. Level of military police involvement. This function,

although one performed primarily by military police units and per-

sonnel, is highly dependent on information gathered from nonmilitary

police sources. Military police personnel, however, are the best

qualified to collect , evaluate, and disseminate the resulting inf or-

mation to the appropriate personnel and agencies. This function is

one that falls into the category of subfunction of enforcement and

should be removed from the regulation as requiring a specific and

separate listing .

Confinement and correctional treatment of military prisoners.

This is a function that involves the operation of various types of

confinement facilities at the installation level, and two correc-

tional facilities--the US Army Retraining Brigade (USARB) at Fort

Riley, and the United States Disciplinary Barracks (USDB) at Fort

Leavenworth. The performance of this function is required when it

becomes necessary to confine and hopefully correct those military

personnel who choose to conduct themselves in such an antisocial

manner where the judicial system indicates that they should be

separated from the general population. This is especially important

when concentrated efforts are necessary to correct their conduct

before they are allowed to reenter the general population, either as

a continuing member of the military or as a civilian.

26
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1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness, human, and management goals of the Army . Admitted ly,

the support is somewhat negative in nature. Removing from the force

those who have or would cause damage to the readiness of the force,

those who would decrease the feeling of security or safety of the

remaining members of the force, and those who would cause the per-

sonnel and equipment management to be more difficult , would allow

the remaining well-disciplined members of the force to do a better

job .

2, Longevity. The requirement for the performance of this

function will continue through the 1985 time period. Since it is a

function that generally follows the performance of the law enforce-

ment, security , and crime investigation functions of the military

police , it will be necessary to confine and correct personnel who

conduct themselves in a way not acceptable to those in the general

population.

3. Level of military police involvement. The level of

military police involvement is directly proportional to the number

of facilities that are to be operated to handle the varying numbers

of prisoners that require confining or correcting. As long as those

soldiers who require incarceration are to be confined in an Army-

operated facility, the facility will be staffed by military police

correctional specialists. At the present time, and for the fore-

seeable future, the average number of prisoners that will be incar-

cerated will be very low. Actions have been taken to close some
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installation-level confinement f ac i l i t i e s  on a c o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s

basis . Those who must be incarcerated are housed on a contract basis

in locally operated city or county jails. In light of the continued

reduction of resources to operate facilities , when it becomes non-

cost effective to continue operation of a given facility, it should

be closed . On the other hand , the facility should not be converted

to any other use which will alter the basic structure. These facil-

ities must remain available for quick conversion back to confinement

facility operations in the event of mobilization or a change in Army

personnel policies which would restrict a commander ’s authority to

quickly discharge soldiers who would ultimately end up as prisoners,

if not eliminated from the service.

Control of tactical area of operations. The performance of this

function directly supports combat operations, but is not intended to

be a substitute for those responsibilities of the armor and infantry.

This function grew out of the responsibilities of the military police

in Vietnam, where the nature of the combat situation caused the mili-

tary police to be assigned a specific tactical area of responsibility

near USARV Headquarters. In a conventional war, such as one that

could erupt in Europe, the assigning of a tactical area of responsi-

bility, per Se, with the same frame of reference as was done in

Vietnam, would probably not occur. However, as will be discussed in

the following functional area of rear area protection, it could be

entirely possible that low-level tactical areas of responsibility in

the rear areas could very well become a primary function of the mili-

tary police.
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1. Support of the total  Army goals. The funct ion in the

context discussed abov e suppor ts the read iness, materiel , and manage- 
-

ment goals of the Army . Maintaining something more than the catch2ll

capability of “being able to fight as infantry when required” cer-

tainly contributes to the overall readiness of the Army to conduc t

combat operations ; it contributes to the overall security of the rear

-~rea thereby contributing to the logis tical resupp ly system ; and it

reduces th e management problems that would result from a chaotic

rear area .

2. Longevity. This function will require performance out

t hrough the 1985 time frame . In conjunction wi th the following

function, the requi rement for secure areas in the rear of the combat

forces will exist as long as war is fought as it is today and in the

foreseeable future,

3. Level of military police involvement. The military

police will  be involved in combat operations in the rear areas in

the context discussed above and as discussed in the following

functional ar ea , because of the very nature of what is expected in

any future war. Rear areas will not be as secure as they were in

past wars . The normal area orientation of mili tary police units and

their inherent security mission as discussed above make them the most

likely uni t to be called upon to neutralize low-level rear area

threats. Since the performance of this function will probably become

a sub f unction of the rear area protection mission of the mili tary

police, it would appear appropriate to delete this as a separate
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function and include it as a subfunction of rear area protection.

Participation in rear area protection operations and protection

of urban areas. The performance of this function relates primarily

to protection of per sonnel , equipment , and facilities in the area in

a theater of operations to the rear of the committed combat divisions.

Present doctrine assigns a significant role to the mili tary police in

participating as part of the total force in rear area protection.

Evolving new doctrine virtually assigns the primary mission for rear

F. area protection activities that go beyond the basic requirement for

base defense to the mi litary police operating in the rear area .5

Inherent in present military police organizations that characteris-

tically operate on an area basis is the capability to gather intel-

ligence, to find enemy elements, and to neutralize small enemy

elements.6 In the new doct rine , additional capability is being

developed which will significantly enhance the present firepower and

mobility to a point where military police units wil l  be able to f ight

and destroy much larger enemy elements. The cr i t ica l i ty  of main-

taining a rear area which is secure enough to provide a reasonable

assurance to the field commanders who expect relatively uninterrupted

movement of units, especially combat units , personnel replacements,

and materiel ; operation of headquarters, supply, and maintenance

facilities, and other activities in support of combat operations is

obvious. This is even more important today when considering the

comp lexity of modern warfare and level of technology involved in the

implements of combat.
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1. Support to the total Army goals. This function supports 
-

the readiness, human , materiel , management , and st rategic dep loyment

goals. Because of those points made in the previous paragraph, the

performance of this function is essential to the basic survivabflity

of the Army in the field. Never before has the Army been so dependent

on the ability of the logistical system to provide responsive main-

tenance and resupply support, The units that provide these services

are located in the rear area . They cannot provide the necessary

level of support unless the area in which they operate is relatively

secure. Mechanics, truck drivers, and supply handlers, among others

who must constantly engage in rear area protection activities , cer-

tainly are not repairing tanks, moving supplies, or loading trucks.

2. Longevity. Modern warfare fought conventionally and at

the tactical level requires secure rear areas. Someone will have

to perform the function for as long as the possibility of war exists.

3. Level of military police involvement. The finite level

of military police involvement will be determined in a study presently

being conducted at the US Army Military Police School. At the time

of this writing, the military police have been assigned as the

executive agent for the development of doctrine for comba t in the

rear area . It is anticipated that the study will show that the mill-

tary police with increased capabilities are the most logical force

available to accomplish the rear area security mission. Military

police will then move from the present participation role to that of

implementation. 7
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CON1IS-Oriented Functions

The functions discussed below are those that are stated in the

remainder of paragraph 2-20b through k which do not duplicate those

discussed in paragraph a above. Subparagraphs b , c, d, f, g, n, p,

q, and r are generally functions that are performed as individuals or

as unit members which support the accomplishment of the functions

discussed in paragraph a above and those discussed below. Conse-

quently, they are not evaluated in the context of this study.

Support civil authorities and/or other military agencies during

— domestic disturbances and disasters. Although not a sole function

of the military police, the performance of this function, in conjunc-

tion with other US Forces who provide nonmilitary police support , is

significant. The military police are also tasked with the develop-

ment of the doctrine used by the remainder of the forces in support

of civil authorities in handling the domestic disturbance part of

this function.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness goal of the Army in that a requirement exists for the

handling of domestic disturbances and disasters which are beyond the

capability of State and local authorities. Being able to respond to

either type situation is critical both to the stability of the Nation

and to the reduction of human suffering. Responding quickly with

well-trained forces is also an important aspect in building the type

of public image that is sorely needed at this time.



- -~~~~ - -  -~~~

2. thngevi~y. Maintaining a capability to perform this

function will be necessary as long as the possibility of unrest and

disorder exists. A requirement to respond to disasters, especially

those caused by adverse weather, will always exist.

3. Level of military police involvement. As long as US

Forces are committed to the handling of either type of problem

envi saged in this function, military police forces will be required .

The very nature of these two problems requires the performance of the

law enforcement, security, investigation, and circulation control

f unctions .

Supervise the promulgation of the Department of Defense Indus-

trial Defense Program. This function, as stated above, is no longer

a basic responsibility of the military police at the DA level. Mili-

tary police personnel at the intermediate levels, i.e., Defense

Logistics Agency (DLA ) and the Army ’s Development and Readiness

Command (DARCOM) , have s taff  responsibilities for monitoring contract

actions and other activities pertaining to the defense of industries

critical to any war effort in the future. Consequently, action

should be taken to delete the function from AR 10-6.

Instruct and advise Reserve and National Guard elements in

military police matters. Military police officers and noncommissioned

officers are regularly assigned as advisers to Reserve component units

throughout the CONUS. Additionally, training t eams are sent out from

the US Army Military Police School (USMIPS) to various Reserve com-

ponent military police units.
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1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the readiness goal of the Army through insuring that Reserve compo-

nent military police units are prepared for mobilization and subse-

quent deployment to an active theater.

2. Longevity. The performance of the function will be

required out through the 1985 time frame. It will become more and

more important as the active military police force receives strength

reductions. It is important to note that performance of some wartime

missions relies solely on elements in the Reserve components. For

example, prisoner of war, civilian internee, and detainee operations

will virtually be conducted by Reserve component elements. Hospital

security is another example where this is true.

3. Level of military police involvement. The requirement

for Active Army military police involvement, at least at the levels

presently being experienced, is essential to the viability of Reserve

component military police units. If additional reductions in Active

Army military police units are experienced, and if General Support

Force (GSF) military police units are civilianized , as is being pro-

posed , much greater emphasis will have to be placed on the readiness

of Reserve component units, thereby requiring closer ties between

Active Army and Reserve component military police units than presently

is the case.

Non-Police-Oriented Functions

The functions discussed below are being performed by mil i tary

police throughout CONUS . They could be considered as subfunction s
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of a previously discussed function, but are generally not considered

as such. Many of them have been assigned to the military police

because of some small connection with the more traditional functions

of the military police or because installation commanders do not know

where else to put the task.

Provide for wildlife protection. At several installations ,

military police personnel--primarily middle grade noncommissioned

officers--are assigned to managing the hunting and fishing activities ,

and are usua lly t i t led game wardens . This primarily includes the

enforcement of State, Federal, and cotmnand hunting , fishing, and

trapping regulations and directives. In recent years the duties have

been expanded to include environmental control, conservation manage-

ment, and animal control.

1. Support to the total Army goals. This function supports

the human and management goals of the Army. The comp lexity of wild-

lif e management, with emphasis on environmental and conservation

management , requires that the function be performed in a manner that

insures that military personnel receive the benefits from the program

while participating within the parameters of laws, regulations, and

directives . Also , the program must be managed on mili tary instal-

lations at a level commensurate with that of the surrounding State.

2. Longevity. The function will be performed out through

the 1985 time period. It can be anticipated that as time passes the

emphasis will increase on the overall management of the program, and

that more resources wiL. probably be required to do it properly.
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Even though this program does not contribute directly to the combat

readiness of the force, environmental and conservation considerations

will not allow less emphasis.

3. Level of military police involvement. This is the area

where basic changes appear to be warranted . As indicated previously ,

the function is being performed at many installations solely by mili-

tary police personnel . In the past , when the primary problem was

the enforcement of laws, regulations, and directives, usually by

dispatching patrols into hunting and fishing areas, the use of mili-

tary police personnel appeared logical and probably an acceptable

method to insure adherence to the rules. However, with the addition

of the environmental and conservation considerations, which are

actually beginning to overshadow the enforcement aspects, it would

appear logical that some changes should be made. This is suggested

for several reasons. First, military police noncommissioned officers

are not trained in environmental and conservation aspects of hunting

and fishing activities. Second , the shortage of military police

personnel to accomplish those other functions more closely allied

with their training and experience requires that they not be assigned

to this type function. Third , the conservation and environmental

responsibilities in terms of real estate and animal population appear

to fall within the purview of the Directorate of Facilities Engi-

neering and others. Fourth, the environmental and conservation

aspects of this function alone have taken on such a significant level

of importance and visibility that the accomplishment by personnel
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who learn through OJT and do not compare in knowledge and experience

with their civilian counterparts could leave the Army open for criti-

cism. These four reasons are only the most si gnificant ones that

come to mind. Action should be taken to conduct an in-depth study

on this functional area to insure that it is being performed by

appropriately trained personnel , and the various facets of the

function are supervised by the correct s t a f f  element on an instal-

lation.

Animal control. This function can be more succinctly described

as dog- or cat-catching . It usually involves the periodic catching

and disposing of the stray dogs or cats that tend to populate mili-

tary installations. In some instances, it involves monitoring

follow-up actions after an animal bite. Again, it is a function that

must be accomplished , essentially for the safety of the inhabitants

of the installation. The performance of the function is one usually

assigned the military police. It usually involves capture either by

physical ly catching the animal or by using a dart which injects a

stunning drug that allows for easier capturing. Including this

function as one worthy of significant discussion may seem ludicrous

because of the nature of the task. This would be so if it was not

for the significant number of personnel who are involved in performing

the function on a full-time basis at military installations . The

magnitude of the problem at Fort Dix, for example, requires that

five military police personnel be assigned to animal control duties

on a full-time basis.
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1, Support to total Army goals. This function supports

the human goal primarily because of the safety and medical aspects.

2. Longevity. Unless other means can be discovered to rid

military installations of stray dogs and cats , this function will be

per formed out through the 1985 time frame.

3. Level of military police involvement. Someone will have

to handle this problem. Using military police seems to be a waste of

police-trained manpower for a task which appears more closely allied

with medical , specifically veterinarian, activities . It appears that

this functiona l area , especially in those instances where full-time

personnel resources are required to control the anima l population ,

should be transferred to the medical activity .

Functions Requiring More Emphasis

The functions discussed below are those that should be elevated

to the level of primary concern and given the necessary visibility to

insure that there is no doubt regarding where the responsibility lies

for the performance of a particular function. They have grown to

significant problem level magnitude in recent years because of basic

changes in the social structure of society and of the family group.

Prevent and neutralize terrorist activities occurring on or

against military installations. Although no overt terrorist-oriented

actions have been taken against CONUS military installations to this

date , there are several organized, known terrorist groups which oper-

ate within the borders of the United States who could redirect their

activities toward the US Mil i tary  Establishment at anytime . Even
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though the FBI has primary responsibility fo r handling terrorist

incidents occurring within CONUS, the responsibility for taking mim e-

diate counterterrorist actions on a military installation lies with

the commander , and subsequently, with his police or security force,

Handlirg true terrorist activities , because of the usual violent and

media-oriented nature of terrorist action, is not analogous to

handling a serious crime-oriented hostage or kidnapping situation .

The terrorist incident is usually designed to further some political

ideology through taking a violent action against some target of

significance which will draw extensive media coverage. There is

usually some connection between the terrorist act--although sometimes

quite remote--and some political aim of the terrorist group. Because

of this difference in orientation, it is imperative that the Military

Establishment take necessary immediate action to train forces and

develop plans to handle terrorist situations. This, in addition to

the action presently being taken to provide a trained element to

conduct antiterrorist or hostage operations at overseas locations.

1.. Support of the total Army goals. Even though counter-

terrorist operations on the part of US Army elements are not con-

sidered as an integral part of the mission to conduct combat opera-

tions in an armed conflict with an enemy force, it could become a

primary mission of the Military Establishment very quickly. Carrying

out counterterrorist activities within the ~ONUS will support, as a

minimum , the readiness, human , and strategic deployment goals. The

Army must be ready to respond to any threat of a terrorist nature to
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insure the safe ty  and protect ion of all personnel working and living

on mi l i t a ry  instal lat ions. Although , hopefully, somewhat remote, the

insidious nature of terrorist activities could threaten the strategic

deployment of nuclear strike forces or reinforcements to a wartime

theater, This is particularly true if it should ever reach the level

of terrorism presently being experienced in Italy.

2 . Longevity. Fortunately, the performance of this function

has not been required on military installations in CONUS. On the -

other hand , terrorist actions have been taken against US Military

installations in overseas locations. In this regard, and until

terrorist actions are no longer fashionable or productive in terms

of terrorist goals, the US Army must be concerned with and prepared

to respond with trained counterterrorist forces. Since these kinds

of phenomena rarely fade away quickly, especially when they are

being relatively successful on an international basis, maintaining a

capability to respond to this threat out through and beyond the 1985

time frame appears to be required .

3. Level of military police involvement. As indicated

ear lier , the basic initial responsibility for handling terrorist

incidents on US Army installations will ultimately fall on the instal-

lation military police or security force. This means that the respon-

sibility for training the responding forces, for developing and

writing contingency plans, for coordinating with local city, State,

and Federal police agencies, and for obtaining the required equipment

Is assigned to the installation provost marshal or security- officer.
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Some of this is presently being done at installations where a high

th reat exists . Unfortunately,  much of it Is being done without any

standard Army policy , or procedural or doctrina l base. Action is

being taken at present to promulgate an Army Regulation to provide DA-

level guidance. 8 Doctrine is being developed at the Mi li tary Police

School. This functi on is police oriented and should be performed by

military police units and personnel . Unit and individual training

should be initiated as soon as possible.

Provide for the prevention of juvenile delinquency on military

iastallations. The performance of this function is becoming more

signi ficant today than ever before. Although it is somewhat of an -

admission of failure on the part of military parents to indicate that

significant j uvenile control problems exist throughout the Army and

on its installations, it is a fact which requires a concerted effort

by all concerned to insure that action is taken to prevent juvenile

delinquency. Even though this function may be considered as a sub-

function of crime prevention , it is one that requires greater emphasis

and more special handling than presently being given at all levels in

the Army. Installation provost marshals in recent years have been

required , because of the magnitude of the problem, to take action

through diverting regular enforcement and security forces to juvenile

control activities.

1. Support of the total Army goals. This function supports

the human goal of the Army . Juvenile offenders can be identified

early and then placed in a program which may prevent further delin-

quency.

- 
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2 . Longevity.  As long as dependents live on mi l i t a ry

insta l la t ions  and follow their sponsors to overseas assignments ,

juvenile delinquency will be a problem that will require professional

handling .

3. Level of military police involvement. The present

involvement of the military police in this function is oriented at

the two extremes of the problem . At some installations they have

very little to do except to detain juvenile offenders and process

them in accordance with the appropriate directives , and virtually do

nothing more. On other installations they carry out the full range

of prevention, detention, counseling , and other nonmilitary police-

oriented actions . As with terrorism , this function needs to receive

much greater visibility and should be elevated to a specifically

assigned function that falls under the DA—level control of the DCSPER,

with the Law Enforcement Division writing an implementing regulation.

Even though many other agencies must be involved in the actual

handling of the juvenile offender problem, one DA-level staff agency

must take the responsibility £ or developing ana ini t ia t ing an overall

program. Training must be initiated at various service schools to

insure proper training of those who should become involved in solving

this problem. The seriousness of this situation, coupled with the

employment of necessary techniques required to reach beyond the law -

enforcement aspects to those psychological and social causative

factors involving the parents, require something more than the present

training being given to military police personnel. Provost Marshals
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who find themselves with a s ignif icant  problem in the juvenile

offende r area have been forced to rely, if possible , on finding mili-

tary police personnel with civilian backgrounds in counseling, social

work, or other fields where interpersonal relationships are important.

Failing this , the time-honored OJT system is used . The t r ia l  and

er ror aspects of this are too numerous to discuss.

Function to be Eliminated

The vehicle registration function should ’be eliminated at CO NUS

installations as not being required for the effective performance

of an installation ’s law enforcement mission. This function involves

the registration of vehicles that habitually enter a particular mili-

tary insta llation . It usually involves the operation of a vehicle

safety inspection activity and the operation of an administrative

activity which records driver identification, safety inspection, and

insurance cover~~e information, and issues a different colored decal,

depending upon status (officer, NCO, civilian, or contractor), for

each vehicle registered . The administrative activity usually is

tasked to record the points received from receiving a traffic vio-

lation on the driver ’s driving record . Depending on the size of,

and population living and working on, the installation, and the num-

ber of vehicles normally registered , the vehicle registration activity

could require a full-time staff of 8 to 10 personnel.

Background. The requirement to register vehicles on installa-

tions was a result of several valid reasons which existed many years

ago. The most significant ones were:
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1. A requirement to be able to quickly identify vehicles

authorized to enter an installation through using a special decal .

2, A requirement to be able to quickly locate a vehicle

owner or to determine identity of the owner of a vehicle involved in

an incident .

3. A requirement to have a means to quickly determine if a

vehicle on an installation was properly insured in accordance with

Army Regulations.

Rationale for elimination. Each of the reasons mentioned above

has virtually been negated for the following reasons:

1. There are very few closed military installations , espe-

cially Army installations, where the checking of decals at the

entrances is required . In fact, many installations no longer place

military police personnel at all of their gates. When the gates are

manned , it is primarily for the purpose of providing information for

guests and visitors.

2. The advent of automatic data processing and the extensive

communications networks that exist between State motor vehicle regis-

tration agencies and local , municipal , and State police agencies

allow the mili tary police to obtain driver and other vehicle identifi-

cation information very quickly. In fact, during nonduty hours it is

much quicker than could be expected on an installation.

3. State laws on safety inspection and insurance require- 
-

merits now generally exceed those stated in Army Regulations .
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Consequent ly,  it would appear log ical that the pr esent requi rement

to register vehicles is no longer valid , except as a nice-to-have

function on most CONIJS installations. Because of high security

requirements at some installations, and the necessity to control

vehicle movements very carefully, registration may be required . Addi-

tionally, vehicle registration activities at overseas locations should

continue as a necessary function in support of the forces. Regis-

tering vehicles in overseas locations without expert guidance and

assistance would be very time consuming.

The one aspect that shou ld not be eliminated is the requirement

to maintain traffic violation points on drivers. This contributes

directly to the installation safety program and is important in

insuring that habitual violators of traffic laws are prohibited from

driving on the installation.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the two Army Regulations 10-5 and 10-6 indicates

many functiona l inconsistencies and duplications which need to be

addressed during the next update of these regulations. This effort

should be carried through to the next update of the Army Manual.

Included in the above discussions are several suggestions that should

be considered in the next update of the two regulations.

Except for the function of industrial defense, those functions

listed in AR 10-5 and 10-6 are valid military police functions which

support at least one, but usually more than one, Army goal. They
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will all require performance out through the 1985 time frame , with

most of them being required as long as there is an Army which is

organized similar to that which exists today. As indicated in the

detailed discussion above, some of them do not require the visibility

of being listed in the two regulations.

The function of supervising the DOD Industrial Defense Program

should be deleted from AR 10-6 as a function performed by members of

the mil i tary  police. DOD is now actively engaged in supervising and

directing the program. The Defense Logistics Agency acts as the DOD

action agency in implementing the program.

Although not directly mentioned in either regulation, action

should be taken at the DA level to recommend the elimination of

- 
- vehicle registration activities at those installations where a spe-

cial requirement does not exist to continue registration. A signifi-

cant manpower and money savings should result .

A separate in-depth study should be made to evaluate the signifi-

cance of wildlife protection and animal control activities , and to

determine the best method for accomplishing these functions. They

are not logical sole military police functions. Personnel in other

skill areas are better qualified and should be involved in, and

probably should supervise the performance of, both functions.

The ongoing action to publish an Army Regulation pertaining to

counterterrorism activities on military installations needs to be

accomplished quickly, and the training base needs to add necessary

training in the appropriate schools to insure -hat the Army--
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especia lly its military police and intelligence-gathering assets--

is ready to respond professionally to a terrorist act or threat of

an act.

The function of preventing juvenile delinquency must be raised

to a level of significance and visibility where the necessary emphasis

will be given and the required personne l and f i nancial resources will

be al located to insure that the dependent children of mili tary members

are given at lea st the same , but hopefully better , assistance from

Army sources as they would receive if they lived in the surrounding

offpost community.
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CHAPTER III

INSTALL ATION FORCE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

The ~‘ilitary Police Corps today is operating in a beleaguered

environment--one of consistent reductions in resources and continuous

demands for expansion of capabilities . The Army has continued to

shave its military resources in noncombat jobs to expand the fighting

divisions ; it has shortened military training and many other actions

to maintain readiness within decreasing budget levels. All have been

affected even more by the dramatic impact of inflation.

Policies have been developed which have established that military

personnel will be assigned only to duties requiring military training,

discipline, and performance. The problems of discipline, control,

and law have, in the past, basically ruled out any general policy of

assigning civilians to military functions.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to:

-- Evaluate force structure of Military Police General

Support Forces (GSF) .

-- Examine civilianization of GSF forces.

-- Analyze the police services’ approach and law enforcement

activities concept .

-- Examine military police organizational structure to meet

installation law enforcement requirements.
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ASSUMPTIONS

-- No increase in military police end strength .

-- Micromanagement of nondeployable forces will continue.

-- Requirements for law enforcement support will continue to

exist at installations.

-- Assigned strength will remain the same.

FORCE STRUCTURE PLANNING

The rationale for the total force program is twofold :

First, the defense of the United States requires forces

in-being , manned with people already trained and available to respond.

Second , cost is the controlling factor--getting the most for

the dollar.

These concepts are transformed into the development of manpower!

force structures which takes place in the Planning, Programing,

Budgeting System (PPBS). The PPBS itself is a complex, continuous

cycle of actions and events through which requirements are identified

and resources are allocated)

The military police force structure (Active and Reserve) is

determined annually by the total force analysis, which is conducted

as a part of the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) development cycle.

The analysis is guided by the general officer steering group based on:

-- Army Force Guidance (Arc) submitted for development of

the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOPS) Volume II, which provides
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the objective force necessary to meet the threat presently in JSOP

Volume I .

- - Guidance provided in the Tentative Planning Programing

Guidance Memorandum (PPCM) on force and fiscal programs.

- - The input from DA Staff and doctrinal proponents con-

cerning number and type of units.

The above guidance is subsequently provided to MACONS in the

form of Consolidated Guidance. The MML~OM responses to Army guidance

are provided in submission of Program Analysis and Resource Review

(PARR) documents for input into the POM development.

The POM force is heavily constrained , and, in short, represents

what the Army will buy in terms of forces. When developed and approved ,

it determines what the Army will get, beginning the next fiscal year.

The basic tool used to determine military police requirements

for the total force analysis is the Force Analysis Simulation Theater

Administrative and Logistical Support Model (FASTALS ) which uses

input data from existing unit TOE ’s, current doctrinal and support

concepts, and Army plans and programs to generate troop list.2

General Support Forces are riot considered in FASTALS Model , and

thus require annual survey to justify continual requirements.

Military police organizations can be divided into three broad

classIfications : (1) Combat Support , (2) Special Forces, and

(3) General Support Forces. The number and types of units in each

category are a function of military strategy and of the design capa-

bilities of each kind of organization.
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When the force structure is changed, the manpower analysis of

the revised structure frequently results in a different number of

authorized spaces.

Budget changes, force structure alterations , and manpower

changes may occur immediately and with a stroke of the pen. The per-

sonnel system, however, is tied to time--weeks, and normally months,

are required before people-status can be changed.

The future of our Nation rests on its capability to maintain a

responsive military force. The Military Police Corps is an important

part of the force. In order to conserve the most essential resource- -

people--the Army must seek means to increase the effectiveness of

space and manpower justification. It is equally important that we

weigh each new program to avoid a short gain but a long-term loss.

FORCE REDUCTIONS

In 1977, Congress authorized the Army an end strength of 787,000

personnel for FY78, and also indicated possible future reductions in

FY79 to 771,000--a drop of 17,000 in one year. The Army immediately

took positive action and revised the FY78 strength to 774,000. By

gradually preparing for the new strength of 771,000, the Array will

only face a manpower reduction of about 3,000 soldiers in FY79.3

Any reduction is always followed by a maximization of combat

forces. Cuts in BCT/AIT training time, training base reductions, and

a concentrated effort to civilianize, where possible, are part of

the most recent reductions.
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While cuts are being studied , there is increased pressure on

elements of the combat support and combat service support structure.

In particular , the military police force is under close scrutiny.

The major impact is in the General Support Forces where considerable

risk occurs--the reduction of authorizations in GSF while increasing

borrowed manpower from STRAP units.

Future cuts in General Support Forces are clear, but there is

less than unanimity on the question of how far we can go in converting

the tail ratio without severely affecting the STRAP force. Every

position lost can be viewed as one less replacement to the committed

force.

The real issue is how, and to what extent, the cuts will be

made, and what is the impact on the overall mission and the Army?

Historically, the record is not encouraging. Our desire to pro-

ject the strongest possible image within the peacetime budgets has

generally led to impractically weak support forces, Thus, we have

ended all wars with enormous structures calling for a new round of

excessive pruning, and begin the next war with poor preparation and

massive callups .

A diminishing threat often results in increasing pressure to

decrease the Armed Forces. However, as the Government yields to these

pressures, they are reluctant to concede any perceived decrease in

security. Then the classic argument is made: “Cuts have been made

in the combat and service support forces without reducing combat

I ’
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The methods being adopted to effect reductions in support forces

show numerous approaches--some new, some logical, some which defy

explanation, some simple, and others complicated and sophisticated .

Examples of the different types of approaches can be roughly divided

into four general categories.

1. Arbitrary reductions. Cut the force by 10 percent or

revert to the totals of 10 years ago. Such arbitrary measures can be

expected in the wake of a sharp lowering of overall manpower ceilings.

One of the major actions of this type was one mandated by the US

Congress--the so-called Nunn Amendment. Implicit in the Nunn Amend-

ment was a conviction that noncombat forces could be reduced with

little or no loss in combat power. Another example is the comparison

of the 1964 16-division force, and today. These types of comparisons

stem from a misunderstanding and/or a lack of appreciation of the

total contribution that support units make to the effectiveness of

the combat force.

2. Comparing statistics, Those who make such comparisons

are still fighting the same enemy, with the same weapons, under the

same battlefield conditions.

The US national regard for fair treatment and the welfare

of its soldiers, and a belief in humane treatment of all personnel,

impose a support burden on our forces never faced by any other nation.

There are many other areas in which support practiced by other coun-

tries is totally unacceptable. Control and treatment of prisoners of

war, a major bargaining tool, is just an example.
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3. Switching responsibility. The elementary way to reduce

active duty military police general support force structure is to

assign the function to another source. Experience indicates that the

most likely candidates are Reserve or civilians and/or coi~tractual

agencies. If a function is not a problem or should only be performed

in the event of war, why not eliminate it? Prisoners of war are

again an example. Another is the correctional specialist--assuming

that desertion or AWOL won’t be a problem. Another area of possible

cut is to civilianize the military police general support forces who,

in theory, are only needed to perform law enforcement missions in

CONUS.

The danger here is in our possible failure to fully

recognize the limitations that are imposed along with the advantages.

Maintaining the status of critical Reserve units must be such as to

enable the support to be provided . Today, this is not the case.

Further, it is unrealistic to consider wartime roles for civilian

organizations. The Army cannot simp ly accept the military space

savings without identifying off-setting costs and weaknesses. Civil-

ianization of military functions, use of contractors, and assignment

of missions to Reserve Forces offer a means to achieve green suit

reductions, but other issues and complex factors involved need to be

recognized and accepted before reductions are made.

4. Improving performance by innovation or new equipment.

This category includes those innovative actions to improve the effi-

ciency of military police support, thereby reducing the need for
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organizations and p ersonnel. This involves new concepts , new

organizations, and/or new equipment . Certainly, this is the preferred

way to achieve a reduction. Unfortunately, it is also the most dif-

ficult and most expensive.

The real risk is that any reduction taken will adversely affec t

the combat force to the point that it will not be able to fully

accomplish its mission. As General Abrams once said , “Ill-considered

cuts in support forces are paid for with the lives of fighting men.”4

To accomplish the necessary reductions with minimum risk will

tax the ability of those involved, but real improvements in effi-

ciency and economy are possible. The need for results has already

given birth to arguments and some unwise actions. Some proposals now

under consideration are likely to further degrade our total opera-

tional capability. Two things are required :

First, actions must be initiated to continue to identify

timely, innovative ways to improve O~~ L cfficiency.

Second , maximum flexibility and capability must be maintained.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 4

Military police organizational structures are designed for

austerity, and follow the basic guidance provided by the Department

of the Army.

-- Eliminate dual or excess capabilities not essential to

the accomplishment of the unit mission.

-- Use the least expensive, yet most efficient , equipment to

accomplish the mission.
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-- Assign additional duties in conjunction with primary

duties where possible.

-- Keep positions and grade levels to the minimum in accord-

ance with the standards of grade authorizations .

-- Provide for only the minimum essential personnel and

equipment requested by current doctrine.

In stmunary, in developing military police organizations, we have

gone toward a criteria of minimum essential.

TRADOC has the responsibility for the design of the Army ’s

TOE’ s, and TRADOC Pamphlet 310-4, “Military Publications, Reference

Digest of Tables of Organization and Equipment,” 1 November 1976,

provides a digest of military police units and includes the past and

current TOE’s. The H-series TOE incorporates the latest equipment

changes and force structure concepts. All CONUS military police

organizations are organized under the H-series.

At first glance, the TOE development process appears to be a

maze of regulations complicated by multiple changes, laden with

details , and too difficult to attempt to change; however, the system

is a necessary and efficient process. ~R 310-31, “Management System

for Tables of Organization and Equipment,” is the bible for the

entire TOE System. AR 570-4 provides the “Human Resource Management

System,” and AR 570-2 provides the criteria for TOE manpower utiliza-

tion. 
J

The end result of TOE design is to provide an array of functional

units that can be assembled in a number of ways to satisfy a force

structure.
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The TOE units of the Military Police Corps are all organized

under a Modified TOE (MTOE) , usually modified to meet specific geo-

graphical or operational requirements.

TDA (Tables of Distribution and Allowance) are designed on an

individual basis. Unlike TOE ’s, TDA ’s are designed by field organi-

zations to satisfy existing requirements. Each TDA is unique and is

authorized only those resources that are essential to perform the

stated tasks. TDA resource requirements must be considered by force

planners in developing the force structure since resources allocated

to TDA are not available to TOE units.

All civilian manpower requirements are normally contained in

TDA documents.

CRIME TRENDS ANI) RATES AT CONUS INSTALLATIONS

Crime rates represent the number of founded offenses (computed

at a rate per thousand) reported by each installation on DA Form

2819.

The statistical data gathered makes a comparison of the years

1973 (draft environment), 1975 (beginning of all-volunteer force),

and the calendar year of 1977. A detailed report is shown in Table I.

AWOL and desertion rates continue to decrease--decreasing from

1973 to the present by approximately 300 percent. Crimes of violence

category (murder, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault) were up in

1975, but down approximately 4 percent in 1977. A comparison of the

percentage by types of total crimes of violence offenses reveals
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that  murde r decreased 1 percent in 1977 , while  rape has continued to

increase since 1973. Robbery decreased 4 percent in 1975 and 12 per-

cent in 197 7. Aggravated assault increased 2 percent in 1975 and 9~

percent in 1977. Aggravated assault was the predominant offense in

1977, constituting 51.5 percent of the crimes of violence category

(see Table II). Crimes against property (larceny, burglary, house-

breaking, and auto theft) have not substantially changed when com-

paring the calendar years of 73-75-77.

In drug offenses , the predominant offense continues to be the

use and possession of rnarihuana, with a steady increase of approxi-

mately 1 percent in calendar years 75 and 77. In the sale and

trafficking of narcotics , there has been a small decline of founded

of f e nses.

The CONUS rate in crimes of violence per 1,000 continues to be

approximately 60 percent of the overseas rate. While the crimes

against property rate in CONUS has remained essentially the same, the

overseas rate has decreased . ~ONIJS and overseas marihuana use and

possession are compatible. The sale and trafficking of narcotics and

dangerous drugs rate is approximately 2~ times that of the CONUS rate.

In the fourth quarter of calendar year 77, 68 percent of the

crimes of violence occurred on post , while 94 percent of the crimes

against property occurred off post. 99 percent of the marihuana use

and 70 percent of the sale and t raff icking of dangerous drugs occurred

on post.5
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The final analysis is that AWOL and deserter categories are the

only categories with a substantial decrease , and in the calendar

year s 73 , 75 , and 77 , the mi l i ta ry  police were not completely

involved with apprehending deserters. However, the FBI has requested

to be released from desertion apprehensions , which is pending a

decision. When approved , the military police will be requi red to

increase absentee programs.

CIVILIANIZATION OF SPACES IN GSF MILITARY POLICE UNITS

The Army ’s last major DOD-directed civilianization program was

accomp lished between 1 April 1973 and 30 December 1975, during which

time 14 , 080 mi l i tary positions were converted to civilians . The

stated purpose was to reduce accession requirements for military

personnel in a zero draft environment.

On January 27 , 1977 , th e Secretary of Defense directed ASD to

undertake a priority analysis of the use of civilians. In Februa ry

1977 , the Army was directed to identif y and document the military

positions that are essential and the impact of increased civilianiza-

tion , and to assess the impact of substituting civilians for 1 per-

cent/3 percent/5 percent of the force.

According to OSD, the principal incentive to convert jobs from

military to civilian or contractor is to reduce manpower costs.6

OSD has made some basic assumptions in defining savings.

-- The cost of mil i tary/civi l ian people on the job is

basically the same.
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-- Saving s come primaril y from indirect savings such as

recruiting and initial training-related costs.

-- There would be some modest savings in medical expenses .

-- The major cost savings are accession related and come

from the cost of “the hard-to-recruit  manpower .”

According to OSD, the marginal cost of recruiting a male high

school graduate is $3,700--mental categories I - Ill--and the reduc-

tion of one military position will reduce annual accessions needs by

one-third of an accession per year . In addition , training costs can

be reduced by about one-third of the amount it costs to train one

man. OSD estimates the Army obtains about three productive man-years

for each accession. Therefore, DOD estimates the annual savings for

each male space eliminated would be $2,750 annually from recruiting

and training .

OSD has also emphasized the relative cost savings of substitu-

tion or contracting out. They have stressed that if a function is

demilitarized , a contractor can perform the function.

OSD Assessment of Service Substitution Potential

In FY 78, the Army wi ll have about 6 ,400 soldiers in nondep loy ing

military police units at CONUS installations . This same function is

performed at many DOD installations by general service administrators

or contract manpower. Substituting the manpower in these nondeploying

units would reduce active duty military police manpower by almost 30

percent, but would only reduce combined active duty and Reserve com-

ponent military police by 13 percent .7 



The Army strongly recommended against civilianization other than

that which was included in the FY 79-83 POM, due to adverse impacts

on readiness--specifically mobilization . The Army also pointed out

the effects on the rotation base , training , and career development.

FY 79-83 POM included the reduction of 1,156 (FY 79, 579 ; FY 80,

577) nonmilitary police personnel in non-STRAP military police units.

1. The composition of the defense work force results in a

collection of general rules contained in several directives. These

rules can be summarized as follows :

a. Uniformed personnel are to be assigned to jobs that ,

in the judgment of the Armed Forces , require a military incumbent.

b . All other jobs are to be filled by Federal civilians

or contracted for in the civilian sector . The services must prove

that a military person is required .

c. Reliance on the private sector is encouraged . The

services or agencies must prove that a compelling reason exists to

keep certain jobs in-house.

2. The guidance relating to civilian employment provided to

the military departments by the Secretary of Defense is:

Civilian personnel will be used in positions which do

not require military incumbents for reasons of law, training , security,

discipline , rotation , or combat readiness; which do not require a

mili tary background for successful performance of the duties involved;

and which do not entail unusual hours not normally associated or

compatible wi th civilian emp loyment (D epar tment of Defense Direct ive

L
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1100.4). The unusual hour criterion was omitted from a later DOD

directive (1400.5).

Military history is full of examples of an interchangeability of

civilian and military positions . In 1965, the Department of the Army ,

under the staff supervision of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel

(DCSPER ) and the Office of the Chief of Military History (OCMH), com-

piled a history describing the use of civilians in terms of types of

functions and duties in the Army (US Department of Army, Office of

the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, History of Military-Civilian

Substitutionabili ty,  October 1965). The following resume was taken

f rom that study. 8

1. Revolutionary War. Civilians occupied staff positions

throughout the war with (active) officers as heads of staff agencies.

Civilians were used extensively as engineers and supply support.

Civilian terms of service ran from 1 year to day-to-day operations,

and were not enforceable by milita ry law. The greatest problem arose

f rom the lack of control and discip line.

2. War of 1812. From 1798 to 1812, supp ly of the Army was

total ly a civilian function. Congress then charged the Secretary of

War with the duties of Quartermaster General , and the mili tary took

control of supply. Contractual transportation was used in the rear

supply lines.

3. Mexican War. The first time the Army had to support

overseas-type operations was during this war. Civilians again took

over supply and service operations. This effort was accomplished by
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hiring transportat ion , mechanics , and laborer s as needed . By the

end of the war, there were over 5,000 civilians with General Winfield

Scott ’s Army of 27,000.

4. Civil War. The requirements for support , although

greatly increased , remained basically the same as in previous con-

f l ic t s. By 1864 , all railroads and the telegraph were under civilian

control.

5. Spanish-American War. Mistakes were no different from

in the beginning-—a lack of support. The Army General S ta f f  was

introduced in 1903. Congressional interest in support of problems

resulted in an act being pass ed , on 24 August 1912, that established

a service corps, not to exceed 6 ,000 enlisted men , to do the work of

clerks, engineers, firemen, carpenters , blacksmiths , packers, and

laborers . On June 30 , 1915 , the service corps proudly proclaimed

that 1,594 civilians and 2 ,045 detailed soldier s were rep laced by

2 , 816 enlisted men of the Quartermaster Corps.

6. World War I. Two of the greatest problems of the war

were getting the troops and supplies to France. Initially the Army

owned ships that were manned by civilian crews. Labor problems

became so acute that responsibility for running the ships was turned

over to the Navy in the summer of 1917. To preclude diverting combat

soldiers to labor tasks, local nationals were hired in France. By

the end of 1918 , over 47 ,000 civilian workers--nearly all French

citizens--were in the service of the Army.
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7. World War II. There was not a deliberate program of

civilian substitutions for military personnel in World War II.

Civilians were hired or commissioned for jobs requiring specialized

skills. The Women ’ s Army Corps was created , and , for the most part ,

accomplished tasks that would have normally been accomplished by

civilians . Of the approximately 1,000,000 civilian workers employed

by the Army , 8 percent were in the general administration overhead ;

7 percent in procurement ; and the remainder (85 percent) were in

arsenals , supp ly depots , port operations, and construction. Officers

and enlisted personnel were still used extensively for the adminis-

tration and operations at installations in CONUS.

From 1943 to the end of the war, numerous circulars

were published , all oriented toward placing civilians in nonmilitary

jobs and releasing military personnel from ove head duties.

Cost Comparisons

Which costs more--civilian or military employees? Attempts to

answer this controversial question have long centered on published

worldwide cost factors averaged in an attempt to make comparisons of

the total annual cost. One particular study was done for the Corn-

mit tee on Armed Services fo r the 95 th Congress , which has been used

as a backup for numerous OSD studies. The study is in great detail

and emphasizes comparative analysis of total pay and entitlements

fo r mil i tary and civilian emp loyees . The cost factor s wer e developed

from an examination of three types of cost: (1) compensation-

related , (2) pipeline, and (3) support.9
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Military compensation-related cis ts  include base pay, quarters ,

subsistence allowance, and tax advantages. It also includes retire-

ment, reenlistment bonuses, dependents ’ indemnity compensation,

medical and educational benefits , and unemployment compensation.

For civilian employees, compensation includes base pay, overtime and

holiday pay, l i f e  insurance , retirement , health benefits, unemploy- -

ment and workers ’ compensation, and terminal leave.

Pipeline costs are the costs associated with personnel turnovers, -

training , travel , and other costs such as overhead costs. There are

no civilian overhead costs in the comparisons.

Support costs for the military include feeding, operations ,

recreation, welfare, and morale functions.

For the purpose of this study, the cost comparison is oriented

toward one specific skill-- .0083 , police--and refers to the present

inventory in the Department of the Army. Of the 191 .0083 police

presently emp loyed , there are: (Average grade is GS-05/GS-06)

03 04 05 06 07 08 09
47 110 14 13 2 4

Compar isons of cost-related data, as used in the study submitted

to the 95th Congress , are ineffective when specific types of spaces

are being considered for conversion. To effectively compare a cost

savings, each specific occupational position must be related to the

specific military position.

See Table III for the E3/4/5 and G3/G4/G5 cost comparison data

as poi nted out by the study submitted to the Committee on Armed

Services , The figures as outlined by the study cl ear ly show a cost
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advantage to civilians ; however , the s tud y fa i l s  to poi nt out

specific cost factors for police. Example: Civilians are governed

by specific regulations and are on a 5-day workweek (40 hours per

week). Police fall under a specific work differential rate which

entitles them to pay proposals over and above the normal pay entitle-

ments, such as:1-°

A 10 percent increase in pay at an hourly rate for any work

falling between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday ,

excluding holidays (affecting two of three normal daily shifts).

A 25 percent increase in pay at an hourly rate for the

period of 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Sundays and holidays , and the

addit ional 10 per cent increase for the per iod of 6:00 p. m. to 6:00

a.rn. on Sundays and holidays.

For work over and above 8-hour shifts daily, a 50 percent

increase is paid at an hourly rate, and any work over and above 40

hours a week is payed a 50 percent increase.

Police and guard forces are also entitled to what is called

“callback overtime,” where individuals are required to report on a

day when work was not scheduled , or when required to return to work.

Regardless of minimum length of callback, the employment is deemed -

at least 2 hours in duration.

The congressional study also pointed out that training costs on

an annual basis for military , when compared to civilians, exceeded

$1 ,000 savings per person per year. However, the Civilian Personnel

Occupationa l Standard Regulation CPOS-083 for police and guard forces
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specifically directs that formal training will be provided at each

grade level , and examination revealed the training was compatible

with that of mili tary police.

There are also special provisions by law that provide civilian

law enforcement personnel additional benefits over and above normal

civilian forces, which must be considered in comparing cost factors.

Law enforcement personnel may voluntarily retire at the age of

50 if they have completed 20 years of service. Law enforcement per-

sonnel also receive additional annuities by taking 2½ percent of the

3-year average pay multiplied by all service over 20 years (including

unused sick leave).

Another item that must be considered in calculating cost com-

parisons is the indication that recruiting costs are compounded by

hard-to-recruit MOS ’s. The military police field has been over-

subscribed by recruiting, and, in fact, is one of the least expensive

NOS’s to recruit. According to Recruiting Command, the average cost

per individual recruited is $1 , 280. 00 , and if the enlistment bonus is

added , the marginal cost of recruiting is about $3,700.00, as iridi-

cated by OSD; however, the military police are not a hard-to-recrui t

MOS , and are not provided bonuses . The average cost of recruiting

military police is calculated at $l,000.00--$2,700.00 less than the

OSD estimate.

When comparing grades, it should also be oriented toward skill

levels , and a comparison of skills indicates that for the police

field , a skill level CS 0083 in grade of GS-05 would normally replace

an E-3/E-4 military policeman.
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Legality of Civilianization

Problems arise in the area of apprehension of military personnel

for the commi ss ion of mil i tary offenses.  Paragraph 19 of th e Manual

for Courts Martial gives military police authority to apprehend per-

Sons subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice. In regard to

the apprehensions of civilian personnel, civilian personnel and

police have essentially equal authority . Basically, the applicable

statute provides that one person may arrest another person (1) for

a felony when the latter has in fact committed such a felony and

(2) for any offense when the latter has in fact committed such offense

in his presence.

On January 30, 1978, a proposed bill was submitted to the Senate

aimed at authorizing selected civilians and employees of DOD to have

the authori ty to apprehend individuals on a military installation.

The bill specifically states that the Secretary of Defense is author-

ized to invest the authority fo r o f f i cer s and emp loyees of the Depart-

ment of Defense to include individuals under contract to provide

police services and to have the power to apprehend individuals on

military and Federal installations .

As of the writing of this study, the bill was under considera-

tion by the Armed Services Committee, pending decision .

From a purely precedent standpoint , it appears to be unwise to -

convert any area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction to civilian con-

tract law enforcement. The use of civilian/military police mix on

an installation would be unmanageable. In essence, any mix would
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create two police forces , one answering directly to the military

commander and the other to a civilian/union and/or contractor boss.

A significant problem is the differences in work schedules . For

examp le , military police normally work 8-hour shifts , but are

required to be on duty f rom 9 to 9~ hour s due to inspections ,

briefings , and debriefings.  Civilian personnel would normally onl y

be required to work 8 hours .

Contract Services

Of all the alternatives , contractual services is the least

acceptable method . Contractual services have been used in several

locations to augment military/civilian forces ; however, careful con-

sideration should be given to the consequences of annual contract

negotiations , security clearance problems, costs , strikes , unions,

and legal liabilities . As was recognized in a worldwide survey of

mili tary police support , “The sophisticated threat to the security of

installations demands vigorous , alert , and highly responsible Military

Polic e. ”

Acco rding to Major General Elmer Ochs , Commanding General and

Commandant, Mil itary Police School and Training Center, Fort McClellan ,

“Civilian contracts normally require additional military spaces to

insure the contractor meets the contract.” He further stated , “We

should never forget that the contractor ’s main purpose is to make a

profit , and profit oriented operations should not be substituted for

law enforcement,”
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The Ef fec t s  of Civi l ianizat ion on Individual Replacements

If GSF military police units are civilianized , there will be no

source of ind ividual rep lacements to accomp lish three very critical

actions .

1. Dep loy ing STRAF uni ts  wi l l  have to dep loy with less

than their authorized strength .

2, Early-deploying Reserve component units will have no

source for trained individuals to fill out their seriously under-

strength un i t s .

3. Units in the combat theater will also have no source

upon which to draw trained individuals to replace combat losses .

Recent studies ful ly indicate that the Individual Read y Reserve

(IRR) is vir tually nonexistent in terms of being able to meet any

one of the actions described above.

According to the personnel strength and computation system , the

required rotation base for the 8,444 NP ’s overseas is approximately

16,500 individuals. Civilianization in any substantial amount would

adversely affect recruiting , rotation base, retention, and , of most

importance , the abi l i ty  to provide trained replacements.

Civilianization would adversely affect the dual mission require-

ment which not only requires the conduct of law enforcement mission ,

but also includes the conduct of combat support functions .

Another problem facing Reserve component units , especially those

in the military police field , is that many of them are staffed by

significant numbers of civilian police. No one knows how many of

these types of personnel will drop out on mobilization .
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Conc lusions

In the f inal anal ysis  of evaluat ing  civilianization of GSF NP

forces , there appears to be a lack of understanding and apprecia t ion

of wha t NP ’ s do. They support the community, the soldier , the

dependents , and the commander. They must f i r s t  be a soldier , and

second , a policeman.

The conclusion is that NP posi t ions  should not be civilianized

for the fol lowing reasons. -

1. Cost savings , if any , are insignif icant.

2. Creates a lack of f l e x i b i l i t y  on assignment rotations .

3. Creates unmanageable problems with recruiting , rotational

ba se , and readiness.

4. Restricts reassignment and career potential .

5. Prevents reactionary capabi l i ty .

6. Further reduces Reserve and Active Force capabilities .

MILITARY POLICE STRUCTURE AT CONUS INSTALLATIONS

As a major part of this study, 42 CONUS instal lat ions were

surveyed to determine what functions are performed at which instal-

lations . Twenty-two of the i nstal lat ions were surveyed by personal

i n t e r views , and the remainder through manpower surveys and other

documents provided by DA , TRADO C , FORS COM , and various members of

- ‘~~~~~- i t  ~‘vc 1opment s at the US Army Mil i ta ry  Police School. The

• ~ i r n s  surveyed are shown on Table IV. The basic purposes of

- -re t i .) de term ine :
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What GSF law enforcement missions are performed at

installations and what is the ratio of NP’s to those supported ?

Other purposes were to:

Compa re and evaluate redistr ibut ion of STRAF assets , and

to examine organizational s t ruc ture  and documents.

Survey Findings

The military police , perhaps more than any other professional

branch , operate within the constraints of clearly defined rules and

regulations . However , in reviewing the organizations at each instal-

lation, questions arose as to why differences exist at installations

of the same type.

The answer is:

-- Different missions of major units or activi t ies.

-- Capabilities, size, and geographic orientation.

-- Historical alignment of duties at individual instal-

lations.

-- The requirement of continued operations at d i f fe ren t

installations .

-- The installation commander ’s priorities .

-- The style and personality of the installation
commander.

It should be apparent at this point that there is no clear-cut

organizational division of duties or functions, because installation

operating programs are extremely complex and dif ferent  at each instal-

lation. Moreover, the military police management process is further
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complicated by the fact that high-level priorities and day-to-day

operations converge at the installation level.

TOE l9-51OH and 19-500H were found to have adequate organiza-

tional guidance for the majority of functions used at installations ;

however, there are some specific exceptions , primarily in the typical

low -visibi l i ty tasks , such as police liaison, information agencies,

animal control , game warden , hunting and fishing licensing clerks,

and community relat ions activi t ies. At a few instal lat ions, NP ’s

provide wide and varied functions--from maintaining BOQ and BEQ guest

house keys, to providing transportation as needed .

Where STRAP and GSF units are colocated , the GSF spaces assigned

ar e generally inadequate to perform the installation mission. For

example, 30 percent of all STRAP forces in CONUS are committed to

dail y law enforcement missions .

There is a wide variety of NP strength ratio to numbers supported .

Examp le: Presidio , San Francisco , with a 1 to 11 ratio , while Fort

Sil l and Fort Jackson have as l i t t le  as 1 to 110.

Continued emphasis on the quality of life for soldiers has

p laced increased burdens on NP support .

GSF forces have been reduced based on STRAP units ’ availability .

Area responsibility has an enormous impact on time and resources

at installation law enforcement.

Police Service Programs and the support to the human dimension

in the military community have increased military police requirements.
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The “as required” basis for allocation in 19-5lOH for physical

security and AWOL apprehension section provides inadequate guidance

for s ta f f ing .

Cellular teams in MTOE’s do not exist for some frequently per-

formed functions such as police service functions, game warden, and

animal control.

Redistribution of CONIJ S STRAP Military Police Battalions

Numerous factors impact on the law enforcement mission at CONUS

installations--type of population served, criminal activity in the

vicinity of installations, percentage of authorized Army strength

devoted to law enforcement , physical security missions , and the

stationing of division/STRAP NP forces.

The Army ’s classification system establishes a standard method

fo r classifying Army Forces. The three forces categories include all

units in the structur e ; thus , mili tary po lice fo rces are par t of three

categories: (1) Category A - Division Forces; (2)  Category B -
Special Mission Forces ; (3) Category C - General Support Forces (GSF).

Division forces include Army divisions and al l units which di rectly

suppor t , or are p lanned to support , their operations up through and

including theater Army. The STRAP NP battalions and division NP

companies are par t of division f or ces and their strength is based on

mission. Special mission forces include units specifically provided

to satisfy requirements other than direct support of Army divisions.

NP units under special missions are assigned primarily by type

mission. General support forces include units which provide
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administrative and logistical support for the forces in Categories A

and B. Included are training , logistics , and other support activities

of CONtJS .

Force structuring is fundamentally mission oriented , with recog-

nized basis of allocations being employed to the maximum extent to

construct a given force .

The law enforcement career group , as of 31 December 1972 , con-

stituted 3.3 percent authorization of the total Army Force (DCSPER

Report 46). 1977 NP strength figures totalled 3 percent of the total

force. (Information provided by LED DCSPER.)

The military police baseline force structure studies conducted

during 1972-74 resulted in relocation of STRAP NP battalions and

company assets designed to increase law enforcement at installation

levels.

With the inactivation of three STRAP NP companies during FY 78,

and the potential for further reductions in GSF, thereby increasing

the borrowed manpower from STRAP units, a reevaluation of NP require-

ments at CONIJS installations is required.

Two STRAP NP bat talions are locat ed at For t Hood and Fort Bragg.

Each provides approximately 25 percent of its STRAF force on a daily

basis to the installation law enforcement mission. All are part of

the mobilization plans and have important contingency missions .

Four other STRAP battalions are located with head quarters in

Fort Meade , For t Dix, Fort Riley, and Presidio of San Francisco.

Each has a company located at another installation--Fort Riley at
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Fort Bliss , For t Meade at Fort Belvoir, Fort Dix at Fort Lee. Fort

Dix, Port Riley, and Presidio of San Francisco all will lose one

company each in FY 78 as a result of the recommendation made in the

78-82 POM.

Total military and civilian employees stationed at Presidio

number approximately 4,800. The NP strength at Presidio is approxi-

mately 408 as of April 1978 , or a 1 to 11 ratio. With the one-unit

reduction scheduled during FY 78, the ratio remains at approximately

1 to 28.

Fort Belvoir has a law enforcement command with a 1 to 20 ratio

and a small area responsibility .

Both Fort Jackson and Fort Sill are above a 1 to 100 ratio--

Fort Jackson with 110 NP ’s assigned and 16 ,800 personnel supported ,

and Fort Sill with 168 NP ’ s and over 24 ,000 personnel supported .

Recommend:

1. The battalion headquarters and the remaining STRAP

company at Presidio be moved to Fort Sill to form a law enforcement

activity .

2. The STRAP unit at Fort Belvoir move to Fort Jackson to

form a law enforcement activity.

3. Presidio and Fort Belvoir organize NP support under GSF

structure.

4. Fort Ord form a law enforcement command activity and

assume responsibility for Presidio law enforcement and area of

responsibility.
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Police Service Approach

The Police Service Approach is a new program which was established

by th e Department of the Army ’ s app roval of a plan to elevate orga-

nizational professionalism in law enforcement (PEOPLE) which outlined

doct rinal and training shortfal ls  identif ied by a wor ldwide assess-

ment of mili tary police activities . The need was reemphasized in a

memorandum to the Director of the Army Staff from the Honorable

Robert L. Nelson, Assistant Secretary of the Army. The Assistant

Secretary expressed concern over the level and scope of training in

the areas of crises intervention and the use of force.

The Police Service Approach is designed to make military police

more skilled at policing the human dimension of a military community.

The total program is presently in the development stage at the United

States Army Military Police School and Training Center at Fort

McClellan, Alabama.

Its development was driven by several forces. First , increases

in what is called the new crimes package: juvenile delinquency ,

alcohol and drug abuse, rape and sexual assaults, child abuse and

neglect , domestic fami ly problems , and terrorism. None are new, but

what is new is the frequency in which they now occur on military

installations. Second is the worldwide assessment of mil itary police

effectiveness , where these areas are identified , as having training

and/or doctrinal  deficiencies .

Under the Police Service Approach , current military police will

be provided additional training in the following areas: child abuse
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and neglect , community relations, investigations , crime detection,

crime prevention, crises intervention, juvenile delinquency, fish

and wildlife management, and drug and alcohol abuse. Thereby, simul-

taneously reorienting our approach to garrison law enforcement support

to one of controlling , regulating , and providing assistance in human

behavior matters.

A part  of the Police Service Approach wi ll be to provide the

commander assistance in referring soldiers and dependents to the

support activity best suited .

The key individual in this program is the police service spe-

cialist (the E-6 platoon supervisor trained as a specialist in behav-

ioral science techniques and awarded an additional skill identifier

• (ASI). He will be trained to handle crises intervention situations

such as attempted suicides , domestic disturbances , and dealing wi th

terrorists holding a hostage. A process , as oppos ed to a produce

approach , in handling people.

Imp lementation of this program is progressing smoothly. On

3 October 1978, a request for designated ASI’s for military police

was forwarded to TRADO C to include SQT-type tests and changes to

soldiers ’ manuals. In November, TRADOC forwarded the request ,

recommending approval.

Three separate training packages have been developed and

delivered to TEC contractors for final print . The Training Devel-

opment Institute is providing funds for consultants for development

of the resident phases of training.
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Conclusion: A survey of the various jobs and functions actually

performed at CONUS installations includes all of the new crimes

mentioned above. Their frequency and the attention provided vary

with the approaches taken by the provost marshal. Although not spe-

cifically identified or even uniform in what section provides the

support , military police do provide assistance in each area .

There is a need for doctrinal development in the Police Service

Approach .

There is a need for additional training.

The military police are the in-house - gency to perform this

type human service mission in support of the Army ’s total goa ls .

Law Enforcement Command Concept

This is a concept where a single manager for a law enforcement

activity is establi shed . It is designed to eliminate the fragmenta-

tion of our combat support and general support missions . Many instal-

lations have both STRAP and GSF NP assets.

1. Manpower survey teams, since 1973, have counted military

police (MO S 95B) from colocated STRAP NP units against the require-

ments of installation (GSF) NP company as other personnel. The

results have been an overall reduction in resources.

2. The garrison provost marshal has been placed in a posi-

tion of having all the responsibility for law enforcement with most

of his assets commanded by another person charged with feeding ,

housing , and training, and with little interest in law enforcement. -
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It became apparent that there was a need for a single manager

for all military police activities .

FORSCOM proposed a concept that would establish a command and

control headquarters to manage all law enforcement assets as defined

by AR 10-10 and DA POM 570-551. The goal of the struc ture was to

provide efficient , integrated directions where GSF and STRAP military

police units are colocated .

Under this concept , all NP assets (STRAP and GSF) would be con-

solidated under one commander who would also be the provost marshal.

A concept p lan was forwarded to Head quarters Department of the

Army on 29 December 1975--approved in concept on 3 March 1976. Head-

quar ter s Department of the Army directed a test be conducted in coor-

dination with TRADOC.

The test was conducted during the period of February to August

1976.

As a result of the test , the following recommendations were made:

-- That a military police law enforcement activity concept

providing a single manager for military police law enforcement assets

at installations , activities , or area levels be approved , and that

appropriate doctrine be revised to include this concept.

- - That TOE l9-500H be changed to incorporate command teams

to provide the structure for military police law enforcement activities .

-- That installation commanders be given the option to orga-

nize military police assets depending on local conditions.
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-- That AR 10-10 clea r ly permi t flexibility in the placement

of the provost marshal in organizational structures , and that other

directives be modified accordingly.

As a result of a survey conducted of ins tallation provost

marshals in support of this study, the law enforcement activity con-

cept was found to have enthusiastic support .

It was concluded that the concept provided more f lexibi l i ty  and

effective management of resources resulting in better programs and

training .

it should be pointed out that all additional spaces are provided

in-house, which creates a danger in possible future reductions .

The general conclusions are:

- - A single manager concept results in improved management

of resources and more effective control of assets.

-- The consolidation under a single manager promotes more

eff ic ient  law enforcement and crime prevention.

-- The unification of responsibility fo r garrison law

enforcement and combat readiness enhances the readiness of assigned

STRAP military police units.

Recommendations: Establish at all installations where STRAF

and GSF forces exist.

TOE Versus TDA

The mil i tary police have two app licable cellu lar TOE documents--

TOE l9-5lOH ,”MP and NP Teams ,” and MTOE l9-500H, “NP Command and

Control Teams .” AR 310-31, “Management Systems for Table of
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Organization and Equipment (TOE),” describes the cellular TOE concep t

as providing organizational structure designed for specific missions ,

functions , and activities , and provides flexible organizational

guides to field commanders for structuring units to meet nonstandard

requirements .

AR 310-49 establishes the priorities for organizing units under

MTOE as opposed to TDA. It further emphasizes that NTOE and TDA

units will not be mixed in units.

FORSCOM recently recommended that all GSF TOE military police

companies be reorganized into TDA units. Department of the Army

disapproved the request basically on a general policy which states

reorganization will occur when there is:

1. A realignment to perform the same mission at reduced

cost in funding manpower or management .

2. A realignment to improve the capabilities of a unit at

no increase in cost funding , manpower , or equipment .

3. A realignment to accommodate increased missions and

provide additional capabilities that are tangible and cost effective.

Other considerations are:

-- TDA authorizations are based primarily on Staffing Guides

fou nd to be normally out-of-date and ignored by installations .

-- TDA ’s have received more reductions than MTOE ’ s. Example:

recent cut in training .

-- TDA ’s cause limitations on station-of-choice enlistments .

-- TOE organizations can be deployed.

_  - -~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - _
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-- TOE grade structure is more compatible for law enforcement

mission.

-- TOE provides cellular capabilities to maintain equipment

standards.

-- TOE ’ s are supported by doctrine/TRADOC .

RE COMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made:

1. Do not convert mi l i ta ry  police GSF spaces to civilian

and/o r contractor .

2. TOE 19-5101-i be designed to include cellular teams for

Law Enforcement Command , Police Service Programs, game wardens and

animal control.

3. Establish Law Enforcement Commands at all installations

where STRAP and GSF military police forces are colocated .

4. Continue to develop Police Service Programs.

5. Redistribute STRAP forces as recommended.

6. Do not convert GSF forces to TDA spaces.

L 
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TABLE IV

INSTALLATIONS SURVEYED

1. Aberdeen Proving Ground

523 NP Service Company 19-500H

2. Carl isle Bar racks

233 NP Detachment 19-500H

3. Fort Benning

139 NP Company 19- 500H
988 ME’ Company 19-7711

4. Fort Bliss

591 NP Company 19-500H
978 NP Company 19-77H

5. Fort Belvoir

437 NP Company 19-7Th
521 NP Company 19-500H

6. Fort Bragg

503 NP Battalion 19-7611
58 NP Company 19-500H
82 NP Company 19-6711

7. Fort Campbell

101 NP Company 19-08711
553 NP Company l9-500H

8. Fort Carson

4 NP Company 19-2711
984 NP Company 19-7711
19 NP Company 19-50011

9. Fort Devens

624 HP Company 19-500H
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TABLE IV (CONTI NUED)

INSTALlATIONS SURVEYED

10. Fort Dix

759 NP Battalion 19-07611
412 NP Company 19-7711
511 NP Company 19-7711
532 ME’ Company 19-500H

11. Fort Drum

68 ME’ Detachment 19-51011

12. Fort Gordon

140 NP Company 19-50011

13. Fort Hamilton

563 NP Company 19-500H

14. Fort Benjamin Harrison

226 NP Company 19-50011

15. Port Hood

545 NP Company 19-027H
720 NP Battalion 19-076H
89 ME’ Corps 19-27211
401 NP Company 19-077H
410 NP Company 19-077H
411 NP Company 19-07711

16. Fort 1-Luachica

512 NP Company 19-500H

17. Fort Indiantown Gap

225 NP Detachment 19-510H

18. Fort Jackson

138 NP Company 19-50011
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TABLE IV (CONTINUED)

INSTALLATIONS SURVEYE D

19. Fort Knox

543 NP Company 19-500H

20. Fort Leonard Wood

463 Escort Guard 19-04711
208 NP Company Service 19-500H

21. Fort Lee

555 HP Company 19-077H
515 NP Company 19-50011

22. Fort Lewis

9 NP Company 19-O27H
296 NP Company 19-50011
14 NP Company 19-53011

23. Fort Leavenworth

205 NP Company 19-50011

24. Fort McClellan

111 ME’ Company 19-50011

25. Fort McPherson

525 MI’ Company 19-50011

26. Fort Meade

519 NI’ Battalion l9-076H
241 NP Company 19-50011

27. Fort Monroe

560 NP Company 19-50011

26. Fort Nyer

561 NP Company 19-50011
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TABLE IV (CONTINUED)

INSTALLATIONS SURVEYED

29. Fort Ord

7 NP Company l9-027H
571 HP Company 19-07711
54 NP Company 19-50011

30. Fort Polk

5 NP Company 19-02711
258 NP Company 19-07711
551 NP Company 19-500H

31. Fort Riley

1 ME’ Company 19-02711
716 NP Battalion 19-07611
890 MP Company l9-077H
977 NP Company 19-07711
207 NP Company 19-510H

32. Fort Ritchie

572 NP Company 19-097

33. Fort Rucker

141. NP Company 19 -50011

34. Fort Sam Houston

52 NP Company 19-500H

35. Fort Sheridan

204 NP Company 19-50011

36. Fort Sill

197 NP Detachment 19-51011
546 ME’ Company 19-500H

37. Fort Stewart

24 ME’ Company 19-02711
298 NP Company 19-500H
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TAB LE IV (CONT INUED)

INSTALLATIONS SURVEYED

38. Presidio of San Francisco

504 HP Battalion 19-076
163 NP Detachment 19-51011

39. Redstone Arsenal

291 ME’ Company 19-500H

40. US Military Academy

57th NP Company 19-07711

41. White Sands

37th NP Company 19-500H

42. Fort McCoy 19-51011
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CHAPTER IV

MI LE~ARY POLICE MOBILIZATION PLANNING

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss military police

mobilization p1a~rning . This is done by discussing some of the major

issues aff ecting mobilization planning and in developing a method for

determining post-mobilization military police support at those instal-

lations where mobilization is to be accomplished.

MAJOR ISSUE S

Many studies and papers have been written which discuss the

general overall problems of mobilization in this country. Others

have discussed mobilization problems in the Army, but few, if any,

address some of the basic problems affecting the planning behind the

mobilization of military police resources. The basic issue for mili-

tary police mobilization is to insure that, when mobilization occurs,

there are adequate numbers of appropr iately organized military pol ice

units which can be ready at the right time to provide for the per-

formance of those functions discussed in chapter LI, both in support

of the total force being mobilized in CONU S, and the force involved

in a conflict overseas.

Tue two most important precepts that guide military police

mobilization planning are that the force structure must be designed--

first , to support the military police requirements for Europe (OPLAN

4l02M); and second , to provide for adequate military police support

at CONUS mobilization stations. Mobilization force structuring in
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terms of specifically al locating sepa rate mil i tary  police units  for

other conti ngencies in addition to those above , is generally not done.

All of this , of course, is in line with the overall Europe-oriented

thrust of all Army mobilization planning. The required mil itary

police support for the Europe-oriented force (OPLAN 4l02M) is deter-

mined by a statement of requirements from USAREUR which were developed

primarily by the USAREUR Provost Marshal’s Office. The post-mobiliza-

tion requirements for mi litary pol ice suppor t at CO NIJS ins talla tions

are developed at FORSCOM. They are developed from a combination of

information from installation commanders and install ation provos t

marshals , with assistance from the FORSCOM Provost Marshal’s O f f i c e .

The total for ce requirements are determined at DA by comb ining the

post-mobilization requirements for installations , the suppor t req uired

for Europe , and the support required for any other non-Europe-oriented

contingency force. Based on several factors , the Active Army and

Reserve component mix is determined , and the result is a total Army

troop list. Once the troop list is comp leted , Active and Reserve

component forces are organized where units of a certain type do not

exist. Some units are reorganized in cases where they are no longer

required . If pos sible , they are reorganized in to a type uni t tha t

is required . This process , when taken at face value , would appear

to be reasonable and responsive to the actual needs of the Army .

Unfortunately, several aspects of the system make it very difficult

for working level planners to feel comfortable that the necessary

fighting force will be ready at the appoi nted time and place to
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carry out the assigned tasks. Included below are two of the most

significant issues and disconnects that a f f e c t  the p lanning process.

Par ts of each issue have poss ible sol utions, while the remaining

par ts require perseverance and grea t unders tanding by military police

force p lanners .

Lack of Cons istency

Over the last few years, the mil itary pol ice force p lanning

actions in support of OPLAN 4102M have not been as consistent as they

poss ibl y could have been. In some ins tances , the f orces developed

appeared to vary significantly from that which would be necessary

and in accordance with doctrine. Military police force p lanners

seemed to be at the mercy of higher level p la nners who either could

not be convinced of the real military police force requirements or

did not care what the real requirements were and developed military

police fo rces based on what appeared to be unrealis tic streng th

restrictions and other constraints that did not recognize the serious-

ness of the assumptions and shortfalls. Consequently, significant

doctrinal disconnects and shortfalls between what the 4102 p lanners

requested and what the FORSCOM and DA level planners considered as

basic reauirements for any force of the size to be supported were

identified . Much of this can probably be attributed to an inability

or unwillingness of force planners to structure forces based on the

la test doc trine developed through the combat development process.

Add to this the cons tant changing of personal ities on the par t of

military police coTrnnanders and force p lanners , and a situation
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emerges which has caused traumatic changes , sometimes on a yearly

bas is , in the military police force structure. This problem of ever-

increasing and decreasing requiremants when magnified through the

staffing process at FORSCOM and DA causes a great deal of uncertainty

on the part of these higher level planners. This is particularly

true for the Reserve component force structure planner who must

structure the Reserve components to meet the ever-changing require-

ments. The problem becomes even more serious whe”i considering the

time-phasing of the planning process.

Time-Phasing of Requirement Planning

The actual time it takes to proceed from the stated new require-

ment from Europe to the actual availability of the deployable unit

in the force structure could be as much as 4 years, but never less

than 2 years. Since the requirements are sta~ed yearly, it is quite

possible that significant force structure actions still in the

planning or beginning implementation stage at the FORSCON and DA

level can be overtaken by new or completely opposite requirements in

a new request from Europe. To keep this turbulence at a manageable

level , the changes required by European planners should be relatively

consistent, and only those necessary to fine tune a capability or to

make a quantum increase in capability . If this is done, the follow-

through by DA and FORSCOM can be logical and smooth, and the time-

phasing problem will not, in itself, create problems. The most

traumatic “knee-jerk” problem develops when during one year ’s sub-

mission there is a significant reduction or change in numbers and
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types of units , and during the next year ’ s request the same type

units are increased in number. When this type action occurs , the

Reserve component force p lanner is required to delete excess forces

from the troop list. He either inactivates the excess units or

redesignates them to fill other increases in requirements. When the

next year ’s request increases the number of the units , the process

is reversed . Sometimes the action on the initial change has been

accomplished and new units have to be activated . The same kind of

turbulence occurs whenever there are changes in the date that units

are required in Europe. When Active Army STRAF units have their

required in-country date slipped past the date that requires that a

particular unit be in the Active structure, the unit is either

inactivated or placed in a Reserve component. If during the next

cycle the date is moved forward again, the process is reversed.

These k inds of changes have occurr ed in recent years , and , conse-

quently, military police force structuring has been d i f f icu l t  and

seemingly unresponsive. The most serious problem, of cour se , is that

the necessary force structure to meet the needs for combat will

always be in a state of change and ultimately may not be available at

the time required . Military police force planners must constantly be

aware of these problems and do everything within their power to be

consistent in stating requirements and to take into account the ful l

impact of the time-phasing of their force p lanning e f for t s .
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DETERNININC POST-?4)BILIZATION
MILITARY POLI CE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

During the conduct of the research for this part of the study,

and during the interviewing of several personnel concerned wi th

mobilization force planning, it became very clear that a systematic

method for determining post-mobilization military police support

requirements did not exist. Two primary actions are required to do

this. First , reasonable requirement criteria must be developed for

determining how much and what kind of military police support is

necessary . Second , a step-by-step method for applying these criteria

to each mobilization installation in developing the actual support

requirements is necessary.

Basic Conditions

The following basic conditions have been selected as reasonable

guidelines for developing how much and what type of military police

support will be required.

Responsibilities. The responsibility for accomplishing the

presently assigned functions and tasks of existing military police

elements will continue into and throughout mobilization. The very

nature of mobilization, of course, will cause some changes in prior-

ities and emphasis.

Reinitiation of functions. Many functions that have been

eliminated over the years because of resource constraints and the

very nature of peacetime law enforcement will have to be reinitiated .
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I. Confinement facilities that have been closed over the

years because of a large decrease in prisoner population will have to

be reopened. Others that have been reduced in operating capacity

will have to be increased to full capacity . Full capacity is used

rather than mobilization capacity , as being more realistic for

planning purposes. Mobilization capacity can be built up to as the

mobilization buildup occurs.

2. Armed Forces police detachments or something similar

will have to be employed in large cities and at large transportation

terminals for the purpose of assisting military personnel and main-

taining liaison with local police agencies.

3. Military police physical security units will have to be

troop listed for employment at major ports and civilian air terminals

where military supplies and equipment will be staged for overseas

shipment. The small civilian guard forces presently employed at

these locations will not be able to handle the magnitude of the

security requirements associated wi th p lacing a war time logistics

system into operation.

Increase in present capability. The level of military police

suppor t at vir tua lly all mobilization installations will  have to be

increased . This will not be necessary at some installations where

the increase in population or other requirements are small. The

existing military police unit will have to absorb the requirement.

Determining the actual amount of the increase is the most d i f f icul t

aspect of this situation. Ideally,  the increase should be directly
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relatable to actual numbers and types of specific requirements; i . e . ,

number of new pa trols and posts and other associated supervisory

increases. However , because of the postulated nature of what will

happen during mobilization , this is not feasible and could not be

realistically accomp lished . Another reasonable technique is to

increase the required military police strength at any given instal-

lation at the same percentage as experienced with the population .

Add to this increase any personnel required to accomplish new or

reinitiated tasks not performed during peacetime, and the necessary

military police support can be provided . Some of the more significant

reasons that this increase is necessary are as follows:

1. There will be an overall increase in the density of the

population throughout the installation, which will aggravate the

atmosphere for conflict. The vehicular density increase over the

same amount of road space wi ll also intensif y the possibility of

conflict.

2. Security problems will increase wi th the opening up of

old and insecure bi llet areas and the construction of large tent

cities.

3. AWOL apprehension efforts will be increased as a result

of mobilization. The magnitude of this problem may surpass anything

known in the past. This will be because of recent governmental

policies relating to the handling of Vietnam-era deserters .

4. The increase of the soldier population in the local

civilian community will require the increased employment of off-post
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patrols and the conduct of full-time liaison activities with the

local police agencies.

5. Significant increases in convoy escort activities in and

around the installation and from the instal lat ion to port faci l i t ies

for overseas shipment of vehicles wil l  be required .

6. If military prisoners must be escorted to another

installation, an increase in personnel to accomplish the escorting

will be required.

Method for Determining Military
Police Post-Mobilization Support Requirements

The method used herein is the flow chart decision model approach .

It insures that each support consideration is systematically app lied

to all installations. Chronologically, it requires the gathering of

certain basic information, the performing of mathematical functions ,

and the app lication of allocation criteria based on the gathered

data.

Information Gathering

The following basic information about each mobilization instal-

lation must be obtained prior to using the model. For ease in

working the model, the information is recorded on the information

sheet shown at figure 4-1, and discussed below. The mobilization

force planner should prepare a message to each installation for the

purpose of gathering any information that is not available in onhand

planning documents. Listed below are some of those items required :
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1. The present installation peacetime strength. This

should include the civilian strength and the assigned military

strength.

2. The planned mobilization strength by month.

3. Determine whether or not a provost marshal section

exists.

4. The required and authorized strengths of the assigned

GSF military police unit. Include only the military police officers

and enlisted men, ~4~S 3lA and 95B, respectively.

5. The authorized strength of any STRAP military police

units stationed on the installation. Include the type uni t by TOE,

and the strength of the military police officers and enlisted men,

~4~S 3lA and 95B, respectively.

6. The scheduled deployment dates of the STRAP military

police units.

7. Ascertain if there is a confinement facility on the

installation and whether or not it is operating. If it is operating,

determine the present capacity and the strength of the cadre. Next,

determine the full capacity and the cadre required to operate it at

that level. If it is not operating, determine if it can be opera-

tional in 90 days. If there is not a facility on the installation,

determine if there is another military facility within 150 miles. If

there is not a facility within 150 miles , determine if there is a

local civilian confinement facility which will house military pris-

oners. If a local civilian facility exists which will house military

prisoners, determine how many they can house.
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Worksheets

The following worksheets will assist force planners in recording

the necessary information for determining the numbers and types of

units required .

Information Sheet (Figure 4-1). The following Information Sheet

is designed to provide the necessary basic information for working

through the decision model and making the computations necessary to

actually determine the magnitude of the increased support require-

ments. All of the information required to complete this worksheet

is available from existing strength documents, from mobilization

deployment lists , and from the installation itself. The reason for

and the use of the data is explained below:

1. Item 1. This is the base strength from which the per-

centage of military police strength is computed. It is used in

item 1 of figure 4-2. In those instances where an inactive instal-

lation is being mobilized , use the mobilization strength to be

reached at M+030.

2. Item 2. This information is required to determine the

latest date that a post-mobilization support unit can be mobilized .

It is also used to determine the answer in the following item.

3. Item 3. This figure is used to compute several other

figures. It is part of the calculations for the minimum military

police strength to support mobilization (item 2, figure 4-2) and

for determining what the average prisoner population will be in the

confinement facility.
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INFORMATION SHEET
Installation : _____________________________________________________________________

I . Present Installation Peacetime Strength : ____________________________

2. Planned mobilization by month :
M-I-030 1M-+060 {M+O90 

— 

(M+120 1M+150 jM+l8O

3. Average Mobilization Population : _____________________________________

(Average of th ree hi ghest months from item 2 above)

4. Does a Provost Marshal Section Exist? Yes No____________

5. Strength of GSF OFF 31A EM 95B TOTAL
NP Unit :
a. Required Strength

b. Authorized Strength

6. Strength and Type of MP STRAF Units Located on Post:
Authorized Strengt~ dumber available for GSF

nit designation TOE OFF EN TOTAL spt , 257~ of NP spaces

7. NP STRAP Unit De loyment Schedule: 
_______ ______ ______ -

Unit designation M+030 _ M-fObO M+O90 M+120 N+150 N+180

8. Is a Confinement Facility Available? Yes No______________

a. Is it operational? Yes No_____________

(I) Present Capacity Cadre Auth Str_________________

(2) Full Capacity Cadre Auth Str__________________

b~ . If not operational, can it be in 90 days? Yes No_________

c. Is there a military conf fac within 150 miles? Yes No_______

d. Is there a civilian confinement available? Yes No_________

What i~ ‘he Capacity Available for Military Use?__________________

Figure 4-1
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4. Item 4. This information is used to determine if a

unit is required to act as the ins ta l la t ion provost marshal.

5. Item 5. These strength figures are used to determine,

along with the information in item 1, the military police percentage

of the total strength . It also indicates the number of personnel

required to bring the GSF military police unit strength from the

authorized to the required level. In those instances where an in-

active installation is being mobilized , select the military police

strength of an active installation with a similar troop population

as that determined in item 1 above.

6. Item 6. This information is required to determine the

availability of STRAP units to provide installation support.

7. Item 7. This information is required to assist in

determining when Reserve component units must be mobilized and on

station before the STRAP assets, if any, are deployed.

8. Item 8. This information is required to assist in

determining how many prisoners will be confined and how many per-

sonnel it will take to operate the confinement facility.

Computation Worksheet (Figure 4-2). This worksheet assists

planners in developing the definitive numbers of personnel required

to provide the necessary level of support. Most of the items are

somewhat self-explanatory in that they use data from the Information

Sheet discussed above. The reason for the data , and an explanation of

some computations , are included below :
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COMPUTATION WORKSHEET

Installation : 
____________________________________________________________________

1. Present NP = GSF NP m i t  req str
percentage Inst peacetime str

2. Miii NP str 
= 

Present NP Avg Mob str
for mob percentage of install

3. Strength of unit for provost marshal/command and control :___________

4. Requirements for new or increased missions :

Missions No. of NP Pers Remarks

Offpost activities _______________ _______________________________________

AWOL apprehension ______________ ______________________________________

Convoy_escort _______________ _______________________________________

Prisoner_escort _______________ ________________________________________

Total: _____________ ___________________________________

5. Requirements for Law Enforcement activities:

a. Minimum MP strength required for mobilization(item 2):

b. Ml’ requirements for new or increased missions(item 4):

c. Total law enforcement requirements( add a + b): 
__________

d . Deduct present authorized NP strength(fig 4-1): 
__________

e. Total new strength requirements for law enforcement : 
__________

6. Requirements for confinem- tit activities:

a. Strength required to bring ICF to full capacity : 
___________

(See item 8a, fig 4-1)

b. Strength required to staff a reopened or temporary
facility: (See item 8a(2) and 8b. fig 4-1) ____________

c. Number of liaison personnel required when using a
local civilian facility : (See Decision 2D, fig 4-4) ____________

7. Total military police requirements:

a. Provost n~arshal/command and control : Litem 3) __________

b. Law enforcement:(item 5e) 
__________

c. Confinement : (item 6a, b, or c) ___________

d. Total: 
_________

Figure 4-2
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1. Item 1. This computation provides a military police

percentage figure that can be extrapolated into the minimum required

military police strength upon mobilization through the computations

shown at item 2. To insure that there is not a shortfall in the

support requirements , the force planner should apply reasonable

judgement to specific situations where there is an obvious imbalance,

when compared to other installations of similar size.

2 . Item 3. Completing this item assists the force planner

in insuring that a capability is troop listed to provide for provost

marshal operations and/or command and control of two or more military

police companies or detachments. A small military police battalion

headquarters, team AE, TOE l9-5lOH, is adequate to provide this

capability. Additionally, the unit can be deployed later, if a

requirement arises.

3. Item 4. These requirements must be considered to insure

that adequate military police resources are troop listed to accomplish

new and/or increased missions that are not being performed during

peacetime. As indicated before , these requirements exceed the capa-

bility of the increase calculated in item 2. Actually determining

the number of personnel required to accomplish each of these or

other tasks not listed will require reasonable judgemental decisions

on the part of the force planner. The planner can also obtain

assistance from installation provost marshals in those instances

where questions arise, The requirements listed in this i tem have

been discussed in general terms above .
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Unit Selection Criteria

The type and size of unit to be selected , of course, are

directly relatable to the total increase in military police personnel

ei ther for general law enforcement activities or for confinement

operations. The type, more specifically, relates , in the area of

law enforcement, to the type of missions for which the increased

requir ement was developed--the TOE 19-77, general military police

support company, for general law enforcement activities ; the TOE 19-

97, mi litary police physical security company, for general physical

security missions ; and the TOE 19-500, Team AE, for command and

control and to function as the installation provost marshal where

required . For confinement operations, TOE 19-530, correctional teams,

will provide the necessary pe -sonnel resources to either open and

operate a new facili ty or to increase the operations of an already

existing facility to its full capacity. Figure 4-3, Units Required

Worksheet (URW), is a shopping list for planners.

Decision Model

The decision model shown on the following pages is a flow chart

designed to assist post-mobilization military police force planners

in developing the necessary support for each mobilization installation.

It is a step-by-step flow chart that considers most of the major

support requirements that will develop during mobilization. Other

problems peculiar to individual installations will have to be con-

sidered on a case-by-case basis. Using the data developed through

the Information Sheet (Figure 4-1) and the Computation Worksheet
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UNITS REQUIRED WORKSHEET (URW)

1. Law Enforcement. The information provided below allows for an
incremental increase in military police units using platoon-size
building blocks . A command and control team is indicated when the
increase goes up to two additional companies. This takes into
account that a GSF NP company already exists.

~LP strength increase TOE l9-77H
required (item 5, fig. 4-2) ( ) NP Off & EM Str

0 to 50 1 Platoon (49)
51 to 110 1 Co HQ & 2 platoons (103)

111 to 160 1 Company (152)
161 to 210 1 Company + 1 p la toon (201)
211 to 260 1 Co , 1 co HQ & 2 platoons (255)
261 to 310 2 Companies (304)

1 Bn HQ, Team AE TOE 19-500
311 to 360 2 Companies + 1 platoon (353)

1 Bn FIQ , Team AE
361 to 410 2 Co, 1 co HQ & 2 platoons (404)

1 Bn HQ, Team AE
411 to 460 3 Companies (456)

1 Bn HQ, Team AE

2. Physical Security. One Physical Security Company, TOE 19-97, is
normally allocated for each major port or storage facility .

3. Confinement Operations.

a. The information listed below is developed primarily for the
purpose of having a notionalized unit available to open a closed
facility or to establish a temporary facility . It is based on devel-
oping the staffing required for an average facility. Peculiarities
of a given facility , if known, should be considered in the final
requirement determination.

Capacity of
Facility TOE 19-53011

50 Prisoners Admin Overhead 1 Team HA 16
Shift Corr Supv 1 Team HE 4
Corr Supv 4 Team HF 16
Pris Emp l Supv 20 Team HG 20 (1)

56

Figure 4-3
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UNITS REQUIRED WORKSHEET (URW) (CONTINUED)

Capaci ty of
Facili ty TOE 19-530H

150 Prisoners Admin Overhead 1 Team HE 31
Shif t Corr Supv 1 Team HE 4
Corr Supv 4 Team HF 16
Pris Enipi Supv 37 Team HG 37 (2)

88

250 Prisoners Admin Overhead 1 Team HC 43
Shift Corr Supv 1 Team HE 4
Corr Supv 5 Team HP 20
Pris Empl Supv 56 Team HG 56 (3)

123

400 Prisoners Admin Overhead 1 Team RD 60
Shift Corr Supv 1 Team HE 4
Corr Supv 6 Team 1-IF 24
Pris Empl Supv 84 Team HG 84 (4)

172

Notes: (1) Based on 4 towers (3 gds each) and 8 Pris Empi Supv.
(2) Based on 4 towers and 25 Pris Emp l Supv.
(3) Based on 5 towers and 41 Pris Empi Supv.
(4) Based on 6 towers and 66 Pris Einpl Supv.

b. The information below is provided to assist the planner in
selecting the appropriate teams from TOE l9-530H required to increase
the capacity of an operating facility to another required level or to
its rated full capacity. The selection of the appropriate teams is
very dependent on the actual structure of the cadre presently oper-
ating the facility.

(1) Administrative overhead considerations. The most sig-
nificant consideration in this area is to insure that the team is
large enough to handle the anticipated average prisoner population.
It is important that the appropriate grade structure is allocated to
insure adequate supervision of the remaining cadre. For example , if
the anticipated prisoner population is expected to increase the popu-
lation from 50 to 250, a Team HC should be allocated.

(2) Supervisory team considerations. If a facili ty is
already in operation , the requirement to increase middle supervisory
teams is normally not required , except when outside work details are
of sufficient numbers to require middle level supervision. This
usually is required at the larger capacity facilities , as indicated
for the 250 and 400 prisoner capacity facilities shown above. Teams

Figure 4-3 (Continued)
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UNITS REQUIRE D WORKSHEET (URW) (CONTINu ED)

HP have been added in both instances. Additional teams HG, prisoner

employment supervisors , should be allocated on the basis of one team
per six prisoners and per guard tower post. During wartime, this

requires three personnel for a 24-hour period .

(3) Other requirements. The force planner, when developing

requirements for reopening an existing facility or staffing a tempo-

rary facility , must allocate the appropriate mess teams from TOE 29-

500.

Figure 4-3 (Continued )
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DECISION MODFL FOR DETERMINING
MILITARY FOLICE SUPPORTSelect

bilization
stallation

Does

~~ection 

‘N office and command

dlocate late or non-
leployung RC MP Bn Hq
(TOE 19-50011) with RMD

exist? >f N-fOOl to provide forec

Lnd control of NP unitsyes

an ICF no .-.-gQ~ 

-
~eeord on IRW at figure

exist? ecision 2 
Abb reviations

yes PM Provost Marshal
LE Law Enforcement
RC Reserve Component
ICF Installation Confinement

~~~~~~~~~~cF no 

~® Facility
peratung? GSF General Support Forces

Decision 3 URW Units Required Worksheet
TRW Installation Requirementyes

Worksheet
RND Required Mobilization Date
ROD Required Operational Date

~,4e ICFN

~~~taffed to
operate at )‘— no

~~~

full cap a-y

~~~~~~~~~~_
_

city ’“
N,~~./

’
~ecision 4

(5) 
______________________(1)

Does number of RC NP establish RND as
a GSF

ex ist? 

Determ ine the approj Allocate units and

units required from M+OOl and the ROD
NP uni t no the URW at figur e ~ as M-f005 and record

4-3. on TRW at figure
4-5.

yes

Figure 4-4 
________
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1, (2)
Do not allocate

~~~nit large enough~~~

additional GSF
GSF support for law

enfo rcementto provide the }m—yesl
~~~~~~~ required ~~~~~

ecision 6 

u~~oseS.

no

(3) Determine appro- Mlocate U n i t( s )
priate number of and determine

~~~gment GSF NP w/depl~~~~
no . 

(5) (6)

~,-‘~MP STRAF~’-~~ RC NP units  req- RMD and ROD
.#0’~ ssets avail to “~~~~~ ui red from the based on increa-

URW at f igure 4-3 se in install
~~ te later than...’ population. Rec-N-f0609

ord at fig 4-5.
~~~~~~s.

.y
ø%~~sion 7 

_ _yes

(7 
__________________

n 

Determine appro- Allocate unit(s)

,,A~iP STRAF ~~ priate number of and establish
,‘assets large ‘~~~~~ RC NP un i t ( s )  req RMD at M+O01 and

~4nough to meet m i -  that exceeds the __ ROD at M40O 7 and
~~~~tial require- 

,.
.‘ STRAF capability record on IRW at

....~~ ments 9~ ..”
figure 4-3.

~~~~~~~~~~~cision 8 
from the URW at figure 4-5.

yes C
(8)

Determine appro- Allocate unit(s)
~~~~~ill~~~ priate number of and establish

~“ 
STRAP ~~ RC NP unit (s) req RMD at M-+040 and

~~ assets deploy ~~ that exceeds the .~~~ ROD at M+050 and~ between M+060 and )...yes1
remaining STRAP record at figureM+090?
capa f rom the URW 4-5.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 9 
at figure 4-3. 

(__SLP)
no _________

Figure 4-4 (con ’t )
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(8) Determine appro- Allocate unit(s)
Will priate number of and establish

the STRAF RC MP un i t ( s )  req RND at N-fO b and
assets deploy 

es that exceeds the the ROD at M-f080
between Wf090 remaining STRAF and record at
and N+120? capa from the URW the TRW at figure

ecision ~~ 
at figure 4-3. 4-5.

C STO! J

(8) — _________________

~Yil 
Same as above ,
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STOP

Do not allocate
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NP support.

‘II
(~~TO~ J

Figure 4-4 (con’t)
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Notes

(1) If a confinement facility is in operation, this question would
be answered , yes , because the ICF cadre would be assigned to the GSF
company .

(2) This question refers only to law enforcement, security , and
other NP support. Confinement personnel requirements are determined
at Decisions 2, 3, and 4. A yes answer to this question means that
the present GSF military police unit can provide the necessary sup-
port to include any new and increased mission (see item 4, f igure
4-2) and those expanded general missions caused only by the general
population increase. As rule of thumb , a population increase of less
than 10 percent , and any addition of new tasks that does not require
more than 10 percent increase in NP strength at a given installation,
could fall into this category and would not require any increase in
assets .

(3) This means that all NP STRAF units that dep loy prior to M+060
are not expected to provide GSF NP support except on an emergency
basis .

(4) In determining the answer to this question, only consider 25
percent of the STRAP assets as being available for GSF support . This
is done because the unit ’s primary mission upon mobilization is to
prepare and train for employment in an active theater.

(5) Subtract the authorized GSF NP strength (item 5b, figure 4-1)
f rom the total number reached at item 5 of the Computation Worksheet
(Figure 4-2) to find the strength increase necessary to provide the
required support, go to item 1, figure 4-3, and select appropriate
un i t ( s )  to meet the requirement .

(6) Record required units on Installation Requirements Worksheet
( T R W ) ,  Figure 4-5 , go to Information Worksheet , Figur e 4-1 and
determine when the initial significant increase in population will
occur from item 2, subtract 10 days, unless it is during M+l, and
determine the required operational date (ROD), subtract another 10
days for travel from home location to the installation and to prepare
to become operational and determine the required mobilization date
(RND). For example , if the initial significant increase occurs
during M+03O to M+060 , the requi red mobilization date (RND) would be
M+OlO with a required operational date (ROD) of N+020. If the sig-
nificant increase occurs during the first 30 days, during M+l, the
RMD would be M+OOl with the ROD not later than N+OlO.

(7) Same as note 5, except that the required figure here is the
difference between the GSF, plus the available STRAP capability,
subtracted from the total NP strength required .
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Notes (Continued)

(8) There are some installations where more than one company-size
STRAP unit is assigned . All of these STRAP units do not deploy
simultaneously . Consequent ly, the assistance from STRAP elements
stay be withdrawn over a 2, 3, or 4-month period .
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Notes

(I) Based on the planning factor of having an average of 1 percent
of the installation population incarcerated. See FM 101-10-1,
paragraph 5-8a.

(2) See item 8c, figure 4-1.

(3) See note 1 above. Go to the various worksheets on the instal-
lation that has the ICF and evaluate the ICF ’s full capacity versus
that installation’ s anticipated average prisoner population and then
go on to Decision 2B.

(4) See item 8d, figure 4-1.
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No tes

(1) Included as a consideration because some WWII and Korean War
facilities are carried as still existing , but may not be put into
operation without major engineer effort. Consequently, the approach
of not having a facility may be more feasible. If possible , this
information could and should be determined during the information-
gathering phase of the planning effort and placed in the Information
Sheet at Fi gure 4-1 at item 8b.

(2 )  Based on p lanning factor of having an average of 1 percent of
the installation ’s population incarcera’ ed. See FM 101-10-1, para-
graph 5-8a.

(3) Answer will surface through checking the actions taken in
following Decision 2 of the model through Decisions 2A and 2B.

(4) Accomplished by subtracting the present authorized strength
from the strength required to operate the facility at the required
or full capacity. This done by evaluating the magnitude of the
increase in terms of capacity change, the increase in the level of
supervision required , and the establishment of new guard tower posts.

(5) Go to the URW, Figure 4-3, item 3b, and develop team require-
ments.
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INSTALLATION REQU iREME NT S WORKSHEET (TRW )

Installation :______________________________________________________________

1. Law Enforcement Requirements:

No. Size TOE RND ROD

2. Confinement Operations : TOE l9-530H

a. Local Confinement Facility Operations :

No. Team RND ROD

b. Liaison Team for Local Civilian Confinement Facility :

No. Team RND ROD

Figure 4-5
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TOTAL REQUIREME NT WORKSHEET (TRW )

Present New Units/Teams 
_______

Installation Auth RMD ROD
_______________ 

NP St r TOE SIZE Str 
_____________________

Figure 4-6
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(Fi gure 4 -2) ,  the force p lanner can enter the flow chart and

ultimately determine how many Reserve component mili tary police units

of what type should be troop listed for post-mobilization support .

The two worksheets discussed and shown below are used for recording

the info rmation developed as the planner goes through the decision

model.

Installation Requirements Worksheet (1RW) (Figure 4-5J. This

worksheet provides a form to list the required units as they are

developed.

Total Requirement Worksheet (TRW) (Figure 4-6). This worksheet

provides a form to aggregate the total requirements for all mobihiza-

tion installations.

SUMMARY

Mili tary police mobilization p lanning has not received the

necessary level of emphasis over the last few years. Much of this

can be attributed to the higher priority that was, and probably should

have been, given to the seemingly more critical and essential task of

managing the real-time problems of daily operations. The time has

come, because of the known threat and the overall increased Army-

wide emphasis on better mobilization planning, to insure that those

who have any responsibility for military police mobilization force

planning are aware of this emphasis and capable of accomplishing the

task properly. It is imperative that experienced and knowledgeable

staff officers are assigned to this task. Further , it is important
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that  those who are involved in this type planning are consistent in

developing requirements. They must be logical , reasonable, and

generally in accordance with doctrine while they plan. The credi-

bi l i ty  of the Active and Reserve component mii i ~ary pol ice force is

at stake, if the function of mobilization p lanning is relega ted to

last priority . But more important than all of the above, the comba t

readiness and ultimately the success of US Forces in war could be

less than optimum, if the right types of units in sufficient r’~~’~ers

are not available when required .
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From the information presented in the foregoing chapters, there

is no question that the study of the three major areas of emphasis in

this paper produced some interesting results. The evaluation of

military police functions in chapter TI certainly indicated that most

of the functions presently being performed are still valid and nor-

mally support from two to four of the total Army go~ ls. They will

also be performed out through 1985 and beyond by personnel with

specialized training in the areas of law cuforcement, security activ-

ities , prisoner of war handling, crime investigation and prevention,

corrections and confinement opera tions , to name a few. It is further

indicated that other functions, such as counterterrorist activities

and the prevention of juvenile delinquency, need more visibility and

emphasis , while vehicle registration at most installations can be

eliminated. Wildlife protection and animal control activities, as a

pure military police function, are questionable and need to be studied

in greater depth than was possible in this effort. Additionally , it

became quite clear that a significant effort is required to insure

that the regulatory documents which promulgate functional responsi-

bilities are updated to eliminate confusion. The GSF force structure

analysis in chapter III points out that the civilianization of mili-

tary police functions needs more study, since, as a minimum, it

would adversely affect readiness and the rotation base of military
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police forces . The unique nature of military police duties , and the

actual cost comparisons, all reinforce the staunch requirements for

temperance in any civihianization question. In comparing organiza-

tions and missions at CONEJS installations, it became apparent that

some STRAP units should be repositioned. It was determined that TOE

l9-500H and 19-51011 are adequate planning documents to provide the

necessary organizations for CSF military police operations. It was

also determined , by analyzing the manpower survey documents, that

many low-visibility tasks were actually being performed, but were not

properly documented as justification for manpower spaces. The dis-

cussion of military police mobilization planning in chapter IV pro-

duced two major planning problems that face military police force

planners. These are; first, that force planners must be relatively

consistent in their statements of requirements during their force

planning efforts; and, second, they must become fully aware of the

impact of time-phasing on their individual planning actions and on

the overall troop list development procedure. What may appear to be

a relatively simple action at the working level may very well cause

serious turbulence at the DA and FORSCOM level, with the final result

being confusion in the Reserve component planning effort. This

could lead to a failure of having the right units available to meet

deployment and post-mobilization military police support require-

ments at mobilization installations.

In conclusion, the information provided in this study should be

helpful to action officers and force planners who are concerned with
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military police functions , with force planning efforts involving

GSF and STRAP units, and with post-mobilization force planning.

Finally, the authors would like to believe that their efforts in

this study have provided some usable information and new perspectives

which, in some small way, stay help to solve future issues.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE AND SUMMARY COMME NT S

1. General. During the research phase of this stud y, it became

clear that there was a significant lack of written information in

several of the areas of concern. Consequently, it was decided to

develop a questionnaire that would elicit thoughts, ideas , and opin-

ions from some of the more senior and experienced military police

officers in the Army. Eighteen were chosen that were currently

serving as major installation provost marshals. The questionnaire

was not designed to obtain any empirical data or any information that

was to address any particular aspect of the study. However, the

questions were restricted to addressing the general areas being

researched , in an attempt to obtain additional information or to con-

firm some of the opinions and ideas of the authors. In some instances ,

new information was gained ; in others, already known data was con-

firmed ; and in a few cases, they did not respond. See the bibliog-

raphy for a listing of those provost marshals to whom questionnaires

were sent.

2. Summary and comments. The questionnaire, with summary comments

attached at Tab A , is provided to give the reader an opportunity to

know what some of the senior provost marshals of the Army think about

the particular issues raised in the questionnaire. The comments are

generally in summary form and are not attributed to any particular

person. The reason for this is clearly stated in the cover letter

that went wi th the questionnaire.
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20 March 1978

We need your help. We have come to you for ideas, thoughts , and opinions
to broaden our base of information for doing a study as part of our pro-
gram here at the War College. We have been asked to do this by the Law
Enforcement Division , DCSPER-DA , in hopes that we may be able to provide
information for solving some of the sticky management problems they must
address on a daily basis.

The study covers several areas of concern. The two areas listed below are
those where your input will be very helpful.

a. Analyzing installation-oriented military police functions in terms
of the recently published total Army goals (see m d  1).

b . Analyzing the military police force structures used to provide
installation law enforcement.

The specific subject areas listed at inclosure 2 more closely define the
items we are trying to address. They are not all-inclusive. We ask you
to add any other information that you think would be help f ul.

We are fully aware that this request asks you to spend precious time on
something that certainly will not contribute to your mission , and may,
in fact , detract from it. However, the few minutes necessary to record
your informal handwritten comments on the attached paper (md 2) will
give us a good feel for what some of our more experienced and senior
military police officers consider significant concerning the two areas
of concern. We are not asking for, nor do we want, any coordinated
command or installation positions. We want your comments. Please be
assured that you will not be quoted in our study. We know that our
corner on the idea, thought, and opinion market is very small. Hopefully,
your comments and those from others like you will help us provide good
problem solving information to the Law Enforcement Division.
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It is our intent to go into initial draft during the first week of May .
It would be helpful if your remarks arrived here at the College around
the 15th of April. If you have any questions , leave a message for us
to call you at Autovon 242-3810/3843. We are not at any particular
telephone number on a regular basis.

Thanks for any information you may provide.

Sincerely,

2 Incl ORVILLE N. BUTTS
as Lieutenant Colonel, MPC

Student

DONALD B. WHITMARSH
Lieutenant Colonel, MPC
Student
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Please provide your personal comments in the following areas .

1. Mission Analysis.

a. Are there any missions presently performed by the military
police that could be eliminated? (Please give your rationale. Do
not include missions that could or should be performed by other than
the military police.)

Summary of comments. About one-half of the responding provost
marshals indicated that vehicle registration could be eliminated .
Some of them have already done so and report no adverse impact on
their law enforcement operations. Others point out that they have
been able to do so because of their data links with the local police.
AWOL apprehension was mentioned as a possibility during peacetime.
Their comments seemed to be based primarily on a feeling of frustra-
tion with the system. There is a significant amount of manpower
being expended to bring the AWOL soldier under military control , and
then they are immediately discharged .

b. Are there any missions , normally performed by the military
police, that could or should be performed by other than the military
police? (Please give your rationale and indicate who should perform
the mission.)

Summary of comments. Several provost marshals commented on the
use of military police personnel in interior guard type security
duties. They split on whether these positions should be civilianized
or accomplished by other than military police personnel. They gen-
erally felt that a “highly” trained law enforcement specialist was
not required for this type duty. Others strongly indicated that game
warden activities and stray animal control should not be military
police functions. They generally indicated that military police
personnel were not trained to handle these functions, and that they
should be handled by personnel with the appropriate training. The
provost marshals further indicated that the supervision for these
functions should fall under the veterinarian for animal control and
the DFAE for game warden activities. One respondent suggested that
MPI be placed under the CID.

c. Are there any logical missions either not being performed at
all, or being performed by nonmilitary police personnel, that should
be a mission assigned to the military police? (Please identify and
give your rationale.)

Summary of comments. The operating of correctional custody facil-
ities was mentioned by two respondents. One said that it was a
logical mission for 95C personnel. Another stressed that the mili-
tary police must become involved in helping to solve general commu-
nity problems such as domestic disturbances, child abuse, and wife
heating situations .
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d. Are there any unique missions being performed by the military
police at your installation that may not be considered as normal
military police missions? (If you listed these missions above,
please do not restate.)

Summary of comments. Mention was made in some cases of their
involvement in public relations/community relations activities to the
point of organizing sections to accomplish the task.

e. What is the average length of the tour of duty for your mili-
tary police personnel? (Please do not include the time required for
the individual to prepare for duty.)

Summary of comments. The average time seems to be somewhere
between 9 and 10 hours. This usually starts with guard mount and
continues through the necessary report writing. Several were careful
to indicate that the daily situation controlled what really happened .

f. In the space below, or on additional pages, please provide
any other function or mission-oriented comments you may consider
pertinent .

Summary of comments. One provost marshal indicated a concern for
the turbulence caused by the constant levying of GSF unit strength.
Another commented on desiring additional guidance in countering
terrorism and conducting hostage negotiations , primarily in the area
of being able to obtain the appropriate equipment to carry out these
functions.

2 . Force Structure Analysis.

a. Is there a better way to organize GSF mi l i t a ry  police uni ts
to provide more efficient support to installations? (Please discuss
TOE versus TDA , internal urit organizational structure, functional
considerations , etc .)

Summary of comments. This question elicited comments at both
extremes of the TOE versus TDA situation. On the TDA side, the
comments followed the better management line with all things in one
document , rather than the people on one document and the equipment on
another. They also state that TOE’s are not flexible enough and that
TDA ’ s are more manageable. On the TOE side, the comments were not
definitive, except that they were happy--but with some reservations--
and they felt that going TDA would let manpower survey teams have an
easier time of making cuts. The basic reservations were that the
19-510 teams need to be made more flexible in terms of functional
capabilities and grade structure. Some major functions they are
performing do not have teams in the TOE. Author comment : It is
quite obvious that feelings on this subject are different in as many
ways as there are provost marshals .
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b. In addition to your comments above, please comment specifically
on the i tems listed below:

(1) Does the Law Enforcement Command organizational concept pro-
vide for better management of police resources? (Please indicate
how.)

Summary of comments. The answer to this question was almost
universally in the affirmative . Strong comments were made indicating
better management, better results of AGI ’s, and better command and
control of all NP assets. One PM pointed out that it is really only
a bandage covering a myriad of doctrinal and organizational problems
pertaining to installation law enforcement activities.

(2) Assuming that the present legal restrictions could be over-
come, can CSF military police units be civilianized (direct hire or
contract)? (Please give your rationale.)

Summary of comments. This question elicited a yes answer to the
“can” aspect of the question, and a no answer in terms of “should
they be civilianized.” Only two PM’s saw any benefits of civilianiza-
tion , and those related to continuity of operations and the fact that
the military police could “get on with doing the STRAF mission.” On
the no side of the issue, the following somewhat key comments were
made:

--Estimate that one military member equates to 1.3-1.4 civilian
employees.

--NP replaced on a one-to-one basis would cause a 30 to 40 per-
cent reduction in the PM’s operational capability.

--Loss of flexibility because of labor management requirements.

--Inability to conduct adequate training.

--Slower responsiveness.

--Increased difficulty in firing/replacing substandard personnel.

--Overtime funding would be extensive with budgeting being
accomplished in advance.

--Civilians are more subject to RIF’s, hiring freezes, etc.

--Police force certainly would no longer be “Of the troops, for
the troops.” Authors’ note: This was pointed out by several PM’s.

--Civilian policemen would have no stake in the community.
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--Unions would control.

--Loss of the rotation base.

--Frustrations would be taken out on the civilian force simply
because they were civilian.

(3) Are there certain military police functional areas at instal-
lation level that could be civilianized? (For example: animal con-
trol, game warden, physical security inspector, etc.)

Summary of comments. There is general agreement that wherever
there are people assigned to the above functions on a permanent basis,
they could be civilianized. Some concern was voiced in eroding the
training base for physical security inspectors. Authors ’ comment:
The question was somewhat loaded by suggesting the above three func-
tions. No other functions were mentioned .

(4) What is your experience, in quantitative terms, of the
instances when your military police have been required to perform
duties which would be considered as overtime duty for a civilian
employee? (Please provide general comments rather than specifics.)

Summary of comments. Authors ’ note: This question was included
in an attempt to explore the problem of overtime pay requirements
that might have to be paid to civilian policemen. Some of the
respondents did not interpret it in that manner. From a general
point of view, there are many things that are required of military
policemen that would obviously be overtime duty for any civilian
policeman. Some examples are: special night operations, duty carry-
over for report writing , court appearances, and other callback sit-
uations. Some of the PM’s estimate that their personnel work up to
20 to 30 percent overtime each week.

(5) If your military police (GSF) force was civilianized , how
would you provide for their initial and inservice training?

Summary of comments. Several suggestions emerged in the answers
to this question.

--Establish a civilian law enforcement academy at Fort McClellan
allied with, or part of, the USAMPS .

--Contract for training with area law enforcement academies under
LEAA . Conduct inservice training within the organization.

--Accomplish inservice training as part of roilcall training .
Also , establish five shifts--three working, one off, and one in
training.
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--Require that they not be hired unless they meet the standards
and qual i f icat ions of a trained police o f f i c er.

(6) In your opinion, how would the supported commanders at your
installation view the civilianizing of the GSF military police
support?

Summary of comments. Most respondents were very negative toward
this question . They indicated that thei r commanders would oppose it .
On e said it would probab ly be OK , and another one stated that a well-
run operation would be accepted . Another respond ent indicated that
acceptance would be dependent upon how it was presented , and that a
massive public relations ef for t  would be required . Most of the oppo-
sition statements were followed by comments relating to bias against
civilians by soldiers, and indicating again the “Of the troops, for
the troops ” motto. Another respondent pointed out that the carry-
over into war of the mutual trust and confidence that is established
during peacetime is very important . This would not happen if the
traditional military policeman becomes a civilian.

(7) Please provide any other comments you may have regarding the
civilianizing of GSF mi litary police units.

Summary of comments. Almost all respondents made additiona l
comments about not civilianizing the GSF military police units.
However , two provost marshals pointed out that it was only a matter
of time before civilianization would occur .

c. Are there any problems with using STRAF elements to support
GSF missions ? (Please include a consideration of the impact on STRAF
unit readiness.)

Summary of comments. Those who answered wi th comment indicated
that there were prob lems with STRAF unit training . They immediately
fol lowed this with the point that , under the Law Enforcement Command
organization, this problem can be reduced to an acceptable minimum.

d. Do your military police personnel often find themselves pro-
viding support services in areas not normally associated with law
enforcement? (For example: performing family counseling and pro-
viding health care assistance.)

Summary of comments. Most respondents indicated that they did
not have any missions of this type. Some harped back to the animal
control and game warden problems . One indicated that in the initial
stages of any emergency-type incident , regardless of its nature, the
military police should and will most certainly he involved . They
must , however, be quick to turn the situation over to the proper
agency.
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e. Are there any functional areas where labor savings can be
made by substituting other means , such as anti-intrusion devices for
guards , etc .?

Summary of comments. Most of the respondents commented on the
problems they are having with JSIIDS . They generally felt that any
new devices , such as TV monitors , traffic lights , etc., are too
expensive and would not be available. One respondent indicated that
greater strides could be made in word processing and other administra-
tive actions. Another respondent expressed caution in overrating
mechanical devices to replace manpower.

f. Should additional ASI be developed to support the functions
of animal control, game warden, juvenile officer, etc.?

Summary of comments. This question elicited comments at both
extremes. The respondents who stated “no” indicated that there are
enough special skills that have already been identified , and that
these areas really could be trained on an OJT basis. Those who said
“yes” were in favor primarily because there were special skills that
were required.

g. In the space below or on additional pages, please provide
comments on the GSF force structure that you may consider pertinent .

Summary of comments. Most respondents did not have anything
further to say. Comments were made in the following areas.

- -There is a requirement for meaningful yardsticks for staffing
MP organizations.

--When STRAF units are colocated with GSF units, the priority
given to the STRAP units tends to make the GSF unit members feel like
second-class citizens.

--The distribution of military police strength Armywide does not
follow any plan. This includes the stationing of STRAP units.

--We must get better at articulating how the GSF military police
units contribute to tactical readiness.

--We must do a better job of training our officers on the
mechanics of financial management, manpower surveys, and equipment
authorizations.
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